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I, INTRODUCTION
The nassGcre of six r.iillion European Jews is history's
nost horrendous crine. VJEIZS.JSCKiiR's fornidable figure in this
genocidal crii".ie is recorded in the" files of his Germn Foreign
I
Office, • The State Secretary and his associates have inscribed
in their own hand the records of their nortal guilt, vjEIZS;iECKER's
inscriptions will testify in the stead of the millions whom he
dispatched to the East and whose tongues are silent*
VJhon in Ipril 1943 VJEIZS^iSCKER, after five years as State
Secretary and partner in crime of von Ribbentrop^ left the Foreign
Office for a new mission in the name of the Third Reich, the
annihilation prograr.:, planned and launched and well mder way,
was not as yet .completed. There was still work to bo done. His
successor, the newly .appcinted State Secretary Gustav ;,dolf
STEENGiiXHT von IIOYLAI-iD, carried forward the established genocidal
program until about six million European Jews had been processed
for death in the joint diplomatic and police machinery.
The tremendous responsibility of the Foreign Office in this
^ massive project for clearing Lobcnsraum in Europe by olii'.iinating
the undesirables was mot by ITEXZS.JSCKEH --^nd STEENGHXHT with the
loyal help of the Under State Secretary '.JOERIZIIN, Chief of the
Political Division until 1943; the defendant Hitter, who
coordinated the annihilation progrcani with the military; the
defendant Erdnannsdorff, who supervised the extermination for
each country in the Foreign Office; and'the defendant Veesenr.iayer,
Tflftio was a field general for annihilation in Serbia, Slovakia,
and especially in Hungary,
The annihilation of six million human beings wa.s, of course,
a task which called for ruany men and :,L.any talents. Essential.
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contributions v/ero nade by other defendants in this case and the
execution nachinory of the Reichssichorheitshauptajat (RSHA) which
Trarked so "faithfully" \:ith the Foreign Office (Pros, Ex. 1455,
Doc.. Bk. 59, p» 131).
This trial brief has two purposes:
* •i • - • <#' • .
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To present the blackbook of the war criiies <and
crinos against huiaanity concerning the persecution
of Jev7s_, in which crines the Foreign Office
defendants participated. The runiiing account
of this genocidal criiie vdll be presented according
to the evidence introduced in this case.
To bring into focus the individual responsibility
of the dofohdants VffilZSiEGIvER, and
STEE3}IGR*GHT. Sepp.rate trial briefs on Count V
(Jewish Persccuticns) deal with the individual
responsibility of the defendants Ritter^, Veesen—
myer, Erckiannsdorff^, and Bohle, However, this
trial brief should also be regarded as an
integral part of and to be incorporated in the
trial briefs against such other defendants as are
r.Gntioned herein.
i
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II, TIE £RiiRGES mOiill £OTT V OFjrHS_BDI(:mENT
The defendants VEISSAECIER^ STEENGItiGHT, UGERI.IANN, HITTER,
ERDlylAKKSDORFF, VEESEMUYSR, \d-th divers other persons during the
period from Hay 1938 to lidir 1945, committed '/ar Crimes and Crimes
Against Humanity, as defined by Article II of Control Council Law
No. 10, in that they participated in atrocities and offenses in
cluding murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation, imprison
ment, killing of hostages, torture, persecutions on political,
racial and religious grounds, and other inhumane and criminal
acts against German nationals and members of the civilian populations
of countries and territories under the belligerent occupation of,
or otherwise controlled by Germany, plunder of public and private
property, wanton destruction of cities, tovms and villages, and
devastation not justified by military necessity. The defendants
committed VJar Criraes and CrLnes jigainst Humanity, in that they
wore principals,in, accoscories to, ordered, abetted, took a
consenting part in, were coianected v/ith plans and enterprises
involving, and were members of organizations and groups coniiected
with, the coni-dssion of 'Tar Crimes and Crliacs Against Humanity,
(See Indictment against YJEIZoiVSCKSR, et al. Count V,
paragraph. 3^, page 46).
In furtherance of the German Reich's program of "pacification"
of the occupied territories through terrorism, the arrest, im
prisonment, deportation and murder of so-crlled hostages was
effected, Jews, callegod Communists, "asocials", and other
innocent mer.±)ers of the civilian population of the occupied countries
not corjiected v;ith any acts against the occupying power wero taken
!>,s hostages and, without benefit of investigation or trial, were
summa.rily deported, hanged, or shot. These innocent victims were
executed or deported at arbitrarily established ratios for attacks
by person or persons unknown on German installations and German
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personnel in the occupied territories« In nany cases the re
commendation and approval of the German Foreign Office, with the
participation of the defendants VJEIZSAECItEa, STKnUGILiCHT, VJOERiliNK,
RITTER, ERDlvtiKNSDORFF and other persons and their representatives,
was required prior to the execution of these measures and the
necessary diplomatic "cover up" was effected to conceal the nature
of these crimes, (indictment pp» 49-50).
Simultaneously with German aggressive expansion, the anti-
Jewish activities of the defendants were extended to the in
corporated, occupied, and otherwise Geman dominated countries.
Deprivation of civil rights and expropriation of the property of
•Austrian, Czechoslovakian, Polish and other mtionals of Jevd.sh
extraction, v/ere initiated by the defendants immediately after '
the annexation or occupation of the country. The defendant
liIEIZSAECKJIl participated in appropriating Geman Foreign Office
funds for pogroms in Lithuania.
These inhximane acts were followed by barbarous mass killings
people of Jewish extraction and other foreign nationals in the
occupied territories.
In May 1941 a'final agreement established special task forces,
"Einsatzgruppon", for the purpose of exterminating hundreds of
thousands of men, women, and children of Jovd.sh extraction, and
other groups of the civilian populations regarded as racially
"inferior" or "politically undesirable". Through the execution
of this program, the eastern territories were to be vacated of
all people viewed as dangerous to plans for Geman;.' hogonony in
the East, The progress reports on these killings, regularly sub-
raitted to the Gorman Foreign Office by the RSHA and Gorman Foreign
Office field representatives, were brought to the attention of the
defendaJits, VJEIZS XCKER, WOERILM,. end ERDt-iANMSDORFF to assist in
4 -
the shaping of political policies for the disposition of occupied
territories»
A prograa for the exterr-iinr.tion of all surviving European
Jews v/as set up by the defendants in the vdnter of 1941 f^nd 1942
and organized and systenc.tically carried out during the following
period. During intcr-departnental conferences on the "Final Solution
1942, 6 March 1942, and 27 October 1942, the policy and tecliniques
for the "FinoJ- Solution of the Jewish Question" were established.
The policy making session of 20 January 1942 included the state
secretaries or representatives of the ministries and agencies con
cerned. The Goman Foreign Office was represented by Under State
Secretary Luther, v/ho reported the results of the confornnco to
his Secretary of State, the defendant "WEIZSASCKER, iixiediatoly
after the conference. In the tv/o other conferences, the details
were arranged. Thej'* v/ero attended by the representatives of the
departments of v/hich the defendants were policy mal<ors or leading
officials.
The previous program for driving out the Jews as pauper
emigres was nov: supplanted by a program for the evacuation of
eleven million European Jews to comps in Eastern Eiuropo for
ultimate extermination. They wore to bo transported to these
areas in huge labor gangs, and there the weak wore to be killed
immediately, and the able-bodied worked to death. Closest
cooperation between the dopartnontH of vrfiich the defendants were
leading officia.ls was provided, with the RSHA in charge of the
actual operations.
In the execution of this program millions of people of Jevdsh
extraction from Austria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, France, Belgium,,
the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, Hungary, Bulgp.ria, Yugoslavia,
5 -
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Rotimnia^ tho Baltic States, the Soviet Union, Greece, Italy,
and also from Germany v/ere deported to the Eastern extermination
areas and murdered according to inter-departmental plan. Since
by far the greater part of the victims of this genocidal program
were nationals of puppet cjid satellite countries dominated by
the Third Reich, the German Foreign Office through the defendants
i.'EIEa.EGKER, STEEKGR..CHT, RIT'TER, ERDiliNNSDORPF, VESSEN-
ii'^YER, and others forced these goveminents to deport persons of
Jewish extraction v/ithin their countries to German extermination
camps in the East and directed and onntrolled the execution of.
these measures, (indictment, pp. 51-54)*
VIOL..TI{^ OF LiiW
The acts and conduct of the defendants set forth in Count V
were committed unlawfully, wilfully, and knovdjigly, and constitute
violations of intornationp.l conventions, including the Hague
Regulations, 190?^ and the Prisoner of V/ar Convention, Geneva,
1929; of the laws and customs of v/ar; of the general principles
of criminal law, as derived from the cririinal laws of civilized
nations; of the internal penal laws of the countries in which such
crimes were cojxiitted; and of ^Jrticle II of Control Council Law
No. 10.
*- •6 -
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III. JU2J^KT_0F the B.OT £0NCTMEG_
T® PEPtSSGUTION OF^THE JEwE
In it's chapter on the persecution of Jews^ the D.iT stated:
"Part of the 'final solution' was the gathering
of Jews fror.i all Gerr.r.n-occupied Europe in con
centration canps,..all who were fit to work were
used as slave laborers in the concentration
caripsj all who were not fit to work v/ere
destroyed in gas chanbers and theii' bodies
burnt," (Volune I, pcage 251)
"Geman nissions were sent to such satellite
countries as Hungary and Bulgaria, to arrange
for the shipment of Jews to exbermination canps
and it is known that by the end of 194A, 400,000
Jews frOiU Hungary had been murdered at Auschwitz,"
(Volume I, page 252)
The IIJT held, referring to the persecution of Jews:
",.,frou the beginning of the war in 1939 '^^ ar
Crimes v/ere cor.yiitted on a vast scale, which
were also Crimes against Hxmanity; and in so
far as the inhumane acts charged in the In
dictment, and corxiitted after the beginning
of the war, did not constitute War Grimes,
they were ad.1 cojLii.'iitted in execution of, or
in connection with, the agressive war, and
therefore' constituted Criies against Humanity,"
(Volume I, page 254)
In the Trinl against Major Mar Criminals, the defendant
.J-fred Rosenberg, Minister of the Occupied Eastern Territories
was found guilty of the persecution of Jews and sentenced to death
by hanging. The IliT stated,
"His subordinates engaged in mass killings of
Jews, and his civil administrators in the East
considered that cleansing the Eastern Occupied^
Territories of Jews was necessary," (Volume I,'
page 295)
The defen-dant Hans Frank, Governor General of Occupied Poland,
was found guilty by the BiT of the persecution of Jews and sentenced
to death by hanging. The BAT stated:
"The persecution of the Jews was ii-imediately
begun in the General Government" (Volune I,
page 297)
7
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The defendant IVilhclxi Frick was found guilty of the persecution
of Jews and sentenced to death by hanging.- The BIT stated,,
"\Uhile ho wa:^ Reich Protector of Boheiaia
and Moravia., thousands of Je\;s were trans
ferred fron the Terezin Ghetto in Czechoslovak^
to .tuschwitz, where thoy were killed."
(Volume I, page 300)
The defendant Seyss-Inquart was found guilty of the persecution
of Jews and sentenced to death by hanging. The HIT stated:
"One of Seyss-Inquart's first steps as Reich
Corxiissioner of the Netherlands was to put into
effect a series of laws imposing economic
discrimination against the Jews, This was followed
by decrees requiring their registration, decrees
compelling ther: to reside in ghettos and to v/ear
the Star of David, sporadic arrests and detention
in concontraticn crmps, and finally, at the
suggestion'of Heydrich, the mass deportation of
.and' ialiaost 120,OCO of Holl 's 1A0,C00 Jews to
J.uschv/itz and the 'final Solution'. Soyss-
Inquart adj:;its knov;ing that they were going to
luschvdtz, but claims thc,t he heard from people
vfho had been to /^uschwitz that the Jews were
comparatively well off there, and thr.t ho thought
thc.t they were being held there for resottlencnt
after the war. In light of the evidence and on
account of his official position it is impossible
to believe this clair.i." (Volume I, page 329)
The BIT defendants Rosenberg, Frank, Frick and Seyss-Inquart
as far as the persecution of Jews is concerned were only charged
with participation in the persecutions concerning the geographical
areas whore they represented Germa.ny. The defendant Julius
Streichor, publisher of "Dor Stuemer",an anti-Jewish propagandist,
was found guilty by the IMT of perseuution of Jews and
sentenced to death by hanging. The IliT stated:
"I^s the war in the early sta,ges proved successful
in acquiring more and more territory for the
Roich, Streichor oven intensified his efforts to
incite the Germans against the Jews. In the
record are 26 articles from Der Stuermer, pub
lished between lugust 1941 "-nd September 1944,
12 by Streicher's own hand, which domanded anni
hilation and extermination in imequivocal terns.
He wrote and published on 25 December 1941:
rfiT'-'''
'If the danger of the reproduction of
that curse? of God in the Jewish blood
- 8 -
is finally cone to r.n ond^ then there
is only one way — the exterr-iination of
that people YJ'hose father is the devil
'hind in February 1944 his own article sta.ted:
'VJhoevcr does whr.t a Jev; does is a scoundrel,
a crininal, /uid he who repeats and wishes
to copy hin deserves the sane fate, anni
hilation, death,'
"With kno^aedge of the externination of the Jews
in the Occupied Eastern Territory, this defendant
continued to •write and publish liis propaganda of
death. Testifying in this trial, he vehemently
makes it clear that he continually received current
information on the progress of the 'finr.l solution'.
His press photographer ivas sent to visit the ghettos
of the East in the spring of 1943^ the time of
destruction of the VJarsavf ghetto. The Jewish news
paper, 'Israelitisches Vfochenblatt', which
Streicher received and read, carried in each issue
accounts of Jewish atrocities in the East, and
gave figures on the number of Jews who had been
deported and killed,•#" (Volume I, page 3^3)
This shows clearly that the defendant Streicher was only con
victed for his anti-Jewish propaganda activities. Ho himself had
nothing to do with the actual planning, implementation, and
organizing of the "final solution", • .
The defendant von Ribbentrop wai found guilty of the per
secution of Jews and sentenced to death by hanging. The HIT
stated:
"He plcayed an important part in Hitler's 'final
solution' of the Jewish question.. In September
•1942 he ordered the German diplomatic representatives
accredited to various .iXis sa.tellitos to hasten
the doporta.tion of Jews to the Jjast, In June
1942 the Gorman ,jibassador to Vichy requested
Laval to turn over 50,000 Jews for deportation
to the East, On 25 Februa.ry 1943 von Ribbentrop
protested to Mussolini against Italian slowness
in deporting Jews from the Italian occupation
zone of France.,," (Volume I, page 28?)
In this brief we shall show that his state secretaries,
and his deputies, von "vJEIZS.JLCKTE from 1938 to March 1943 and
his successor von STSENGnXHT, from April 1943 until the end of
the war, together with the under secretary ITOIiEIUKW, chief of the
- 9 -
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Political Division iron 1938 to 1943, were the diplomatic
technocrats who solved the Jewish problem finally through the
genocidal murder of five to six million European Jews^
- 10 -
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17, co^usj)^iqTi__K ^ ^NOcm'iL cree
The results of tho iivlGnentation of the Final Solution hy
the defendants TISIZS.dilCi'ER^ STEEJJGR..GHT and others
(eupher.iisticeJ.ly called by vffillS.ECICiiR "Docu-icnts which, ..in
noma.l tines I would have hesitated to touch vd.th r,iy ovjn hands")
are described in the findinr;s of the EIT (Volui'.io I_, pa^,o 251)
with the folloi'dns words:
"Fart of tho 'final solution' was the gathering
of Jews fro.n all Gerrir.n-occupied Surope in con
centration canps. Their physical condition was
the tost of life or death. JJ-l v;ho were fit to
work wore used as slave laborers in the con-
centr'ition ccrips; all who wore not fit to work
were destroyed in gas cha.nbors end their bodies
burnt. Certain concentration canps such as
Troblinl<a aiid ..uschwitz v/ere set aside for this
roain purpose. V/ith regard to Auschwitz, the
Tribunal heard the evidence of Hbss, tho
co::ii-.iandant of tho ca;.ip fron 1 Ilay 1940 to 1
Decenbor 1943. Ho estiiuated that in tho canp
of ;»uschv;itz alone in that tme 2,500,000* persons
vjere extoraiinatod, and that a further 500,000
died fron disease and starvation..."
The resultant deaths wore found by the EIT Judgi-icnt to
total "six I'lillion Jev;s, of which four riillion v/oro killed in
the oxternination institutions" (Voluuo I, page 253).
In this proceedings tho witnesses Jeannctte .."olff, Berlin
Counselwoi.ian, and Dr. Philip Auerbach, Bavarian State Comissioncr,
gave a vivid picture of the various aspects of the annihilation
prograrj, such as the rounding up of tho Jews fron all over Europe,
the v/orking of then to death in connection vdth jrna:^3nt production,
the shooting and gassing of those unfit to work, and all
survivors and the relationship between the execution of the
annihilation and the central planning agencies in Berlin,
The transcript of the testimony of the witnesses '/olff and
Luerbach reads as follows:
- 11 -
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A, VJitncss Jeanatte Wolff
DIRSCT SX.J':m.TIOK
BY DR. ICSl-.?im:
Q, "vftiat is your nojic, please?
A. "Jeanette "Jolff.
Q, "How old are you now?
"I v/ill be sizcby on ny next birthday,
Q. "'There v;ero you bom?
A. "In Bocholtj in \Testphalia,
Q. "Where arc you living now?
A. "In Berlin^ Neukoelln^ Jonasstrasse 50#
1, "In what sector of Berlin is that?
"In the United States Sector.
Q. ":.t the nonont you are City Councillor in Berlin^
is that correct?
.1. "Yes.
Q. "Tj:'© you mrried?
A. "My husband has not been heard of since
Buchenv/ald.
Q, "Have you any children?
A. "I had.
Q, "How r.i/any children?
,1. "Throe of ny o\m and one adopted child.
Q. "What happened to then?
A. "Ily oldest child v.as sent to the oxtornina.tion
cai-ip Stutthof_, and was shot therc^ the beginning
of 1945. My second daui-.hter survived. I found
her o.gain^ but her heart and nerves arc conpletoly
done for. third daughter^ Kaethe_, was arrested
as early as 1939, taken into protective custodyj
and deported fron Ravonsbruock. I never saw her
again,
Q, "In what ye.ar was tha.t?
A. "«t the end of 1943 sho wa.s deported. I learned
that fron a survivor of Ravensbrueck. youngest
child was one adopted by no.
12 -
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happened to the youngest? How old was she-?
"Throe and o. cruartcr. • She was an adopted child.
The nether had bccorie rient-?lly sick because of
the events; the father had been shot by the NaziSj
in bailerskirch. In 1943^ Oh the second of Hov—
enberj the child together with about two thousand
other children fror.i all the jevdsh ccxips of Riga -
was packed into open trucks, at a degree of^cold
of forty-two degrees, \/e never heard anjdhing
of those children again.
Q. "Did any other nenbers of your faieily perish
after 1939?
"My husband in Buchenwald; niy brother and his
v;ife, one daughter, two sons-in-law, and three
grandchildren, in .,uschwitz.
Q, "V'ore you yourself —
Q-
Q.
a.
i-
"Nine counsins, one undo, aunts ~ twenty-four
altogether, apart fror.i r.ij'- oim iiaicdiatc fariily.
"\,erc you j'-oursclf in a carip?
"Yes, in sevord caips.
"More 5''0u in caiips in the occupied territories?
"Yes, in Latvia.
"In what year was thai?
".;t the beginning of 1942, we arrived thoro, -
"'.There did you arrive? In whr.t country?
Q.
"Latvia.
"\iho occupied it at the tiiao?
"The Gemcns,
"In what other carip were you, Frcau 'Jolff?Q.
Q.
•1.
"In the subsidia.ry caap of Kaiser-v/ald, near Riga,
in lluohlgrabcn.
"Mill you toll us about your deportation?
"Yes, I think it vaas on the twontiotb of Deccnbor
1941, thr.t wo got a letter which said, 'You and
yovir faiaily' — that v/as, it was intended to take
effect the beginning of Jrjauary — 'have to be
at the Boersenhallo in Dortnund'. I and one
thousand three hundred and fifty Jews frou the
Dortnund a.roa were deported.
"'./'ore you told for wh'.t purpose you were to
present yourselves?
"Yes, for labor allocation in the east. My husband
joined no fron prison. Ho cv.io fron Sachsonhausen.
-13 -
A. "(continued) _ , . ^ ,
Ho had boon sent there in 193^ after the big Jewish
pogrons. He had bo^n taken away and later on he was
put in prison once again and they allowed-hir-i to be
deported with no. Fy daughtpp fron Ravcnsbrueck
v;as not allowed to join us.
Q. "In order to clear that up^ you had received orders
to report to go to the cast for labor allocation?
A, "Yes.
0. "Were there oray Gcrrnri Jews or were there Jews
v7ho originally had cone fron Poland and other countries?
A. "The transport with v/aich I wont_, consisted of Jews
who lived in Gornany but those included Polos,
Later, we not Jews fron Latvia, fron Poland, fron
Hungary, fron Chechoslovakia, and fron Bielo-
Pussia, in the labor squads.
Q, "So you woie sent to the occupied territory, if I
understood you correctly, weren't you?
A. "los.
q, "I see that you are rather upset about these
terrible events. Please onswer iry questions very
slovrly and listen very carefully, v/on't you? So
you wore sent there. Whore was that?
.i, "To Riga,
Q, "To Riga, in occupied territory, is that right/
A, "Yes.
Q, "Was there a canp there or what was there? Please
toll us on one sentence, quite briefly.
• "There was a block of houses surrounded by a^high
barbed-wire fence. That V7as the so-colled Riga
Jov/ish Ghetto.
Q.. "VJerc there prisoners of all nationaliti^,3 fron
occupied toio-itorios thei'o?
A. "There wer. three ghetti which were not^separatod
in point of space, but v/hich wore sej-.,r.. y
barbed-wire.
Q, 'L'.bout how nany people wore there?
"In our canp, in the beginnii^L, twenty
thousand. In the one opposite, there were only
nen. Polos and Latvians whoso wives had been
nurderod. There wore perhaps five thousanu. ..nd
in the third block, that wo.s the wonen's c-iip of
surviving Polish wives fron v/ilna and Wctvia,.
wonen fron Liban and Riga, there wore about tv/o
hundred of then.
- 14
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Q.
Q.
Q.
"Did people cor:.c fro:i Hunfp^ry?
"Letcr on,
''In \;hp,t yo-.r?
"J.bout the '.liddle of V)kk*
"Did pccplo cono fron Polend?
"Yes^ cnrlicr,
"Tjarlicr?
"Yes.
"JcviTS fron Frnnco?
"I cAn't say because the Stutthof Carip vras not our
ccxip, Thcro v/crc sixty-nine thousand ini'iates and as
the blocks vforo separated by bar jud-^/irc it was
inpossiblc to talk_, to pot in touch v/ith another
block v/ithout : cttinp beaten up for it.
"So you- know o.bout the Polos and Hunparians and
Latvians o.nd Gor.ians?
Q.
"Yen«
"and Czechs?
"Yes,
"Is that correct?
"Yes.
"You yourself did not see any Frenchnen?
"No.
".'JLl ripht_, if you didn't see it, lot's leave it;
Q.
a.
'if
Q-
I
Q.
A.
Q-
Q.
"Oh, yes, I saw then, behind barbod-wirc, but X
didn't speak to thoji.
"But then you don't know whether they v/cro really
French,
•Q'^
"I was'told that.
"Did you v;ork there?
"Yes, like evurybody,
"For whon did you v/ork?
"FrorA the photto in Ripa, n".inly in 'Jehrnacht units,
"VJhat did you do for the WohrrAacht?
"I myself wa.s a uniforn tailor.
- -
Q, did the others do?
I'Tho"''' mde miforns, boo'tSj fur co^itSj leuther-
vfaroj all things for the ;.ehrriacht — partly re
pairs ^ind partly neivly aiade*
Q. "Did you r.iof:e ^ar.iunitiop?
Q.
"X vfas never in such a detachi'ieirt out 1 VkIS
that in the troop econor.i '^- caup (Tru^.pen-'.n^tschaxt-
lager) thinys of this kind v/ore beinr :-nde» X
cannot say, X did not see it riyself.
"•,/ore squo.ds sent out to the airport and to the
vfho.rf s?
•'XeSj to the airport in Ripa. Ngu airfields Tjero
beinG built. That the punitive canp of Spilve^
•vfhero people vrore boo.ten up -atrociouslj , In
addition there wa- a big repair car.ip for :iotcr
cars, trnks, and other engines. II/" X think for
a noaent? It .was celled Tlmt noccns llotcr
Pool.
q. ".'xTrjy motor pool?
"Yes^ thit is right.
.i •
Q. "But surely that is not so bad^ if :'ou made unifcrris
and worked as uniform tailor, as a -v/oeian, lot of
vrciaon vjork like tho.t.
"Tbmt would not have been so bad if the ai".u-unt of
work vre vrere sup'josed to ad had not been so
hapossibly high^ if the"conditions of life hadntt
been so unbearably bad. The food was not^sufficient
to per..iit a person to reaiain alive oven if he was
net \iorlcing.
A,
"If you coi-ildja't do the v/ork you v/ere supposed to
do, what happened tiien?
"Those who couldn't work were consadereci as oeing
as good as liquidated, ewid that as v;hy every-^ody
tried to work until he collo,psed.
p. "bliat do you mean bp 'liquidated'?
A. "There v/ere- cai'ips vjhich can only be descraoed as
death camps, from wliich dx'lvos vrere constantly
going into effect, ;:)eople collected and sent on ^
so-called 'ascension' scpiads (Hii"ii.ielfahrtskomivandos;.
0. "VJhat do yow mean 'ascension'?
"If the purpose of a squad "wa.; obscure and it held
old and feeble people, then we knew thm.t the people
-v/ouldn't come back. ^
"here there so-called 'children's drives' too?
"Yes.
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yQ. "VJhat were they?
"In 1943, on the second of Nover.iber^ in the
nomingj very early^ vfe heard that all children
under ten^ nust be sent to the Blech Platz^
which vjas a square where the first executions
and also the drives were carried on^ and where
roll was called. The area is drenched only with
Jev/ish blood, on a gigantic scale. The children
had to be taken-to this square. It was very cold,
It was between thirty-eight and forty degrees.
The children vrcro packed into open trucks, They
were given three days' food — that is, imitation
coffee a,nd dry bread* The children — we never
saw ary of ther.i again* There were more children
drives. This was the last. V^e were in the
Muehlgraben Caup*
We had been able to hide fourteen children in the
ghetto in the course of the drive and in other
camps too some children had been hidden* We were
glad if the children over laughed, beca^use our
life was so heavy* Our families torn apart* They
wore cruel. They deported us to the Enst so that
v;e should work together, and took bur husbands away.
They sent then to the stone quarries* They sent
then to their death in Sallspils.
Q. "Toll'us, of the conditions under wlaich you worked
there, I would lilce to know the following: Did
you have any definite kind of clothing or definite
style of hairdress, or anything of the kind?
A. "In the beginning, as long as we wore in the Riga
Ghetto, WG kept and v/ore our civilian clothing.
Q, "Hoi. did you do your hair?
A* "In 1943^ they shaved our heads with an Onm
machine.
Q, "Wha.t happened to the hair?
A» "The hair had to bo collected* Nothing was to
be lost. It was packed in sacks and vrorked into
ropes allegedly for the Zeppelins,
Q. "Is that all?
"No, tha.t is not all. The children's drives cane"
later. Not a single child was allov/ed to survive.
There were drives during work vhiich were cruel,
Q, "Were people beaten?
A. "Yes. On Black Sunday in f/ruehlgraben, people wore
used to carry wood. All punishjient was carried out
by some inhumane work,' if it v/as not shooting or
hanging. In this case, tv/o people had to carry}
in the boiling sun I think at the end of May,
it was terribly hot, '— they had to carry up to
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one end r he.lf hundrev/eight of wood between then,
on a'stretcher, .'aid the cnnp connandant and two
V/ohrnacht NCO^s boat these nen with lashes and
drove then right across the canp courtyard until
they coUa.psed.
:uaong the people there was one very bcautixul
young woi.ia.n, Kathe Ehrlioh fron Vienna, a Caech
national, but sho had boon deported to us fron
Vienna. The comandant and the NCO Schwellenbach
beat her so long until slie lay bleeding^on the
ground. One of the people got a grave injury
to the lung and died of it •
In this ccnp there were only Wehmacht people;
no SS.
DR. K3LIPNER;
"Tliat is all vjo wr^nt to hear for today. Thank
you for coning.
PRESIDING JUDGE li.GUIRS:
fi t/herG any cross excnination? There being no
cross exajiination, the witness is now excused.
DR. KHiPNERj
"vj'ith the Court's pernission, the prosecution is
now calling the other vdtness we have this noming^
lir. l.uerbach..."
(Transcript, pages 2500-2508)
3 VIitnp_s_£
DIRECT
BX LIR, KJ5IPNER;
Q. "V/hat is your nane, please?
A. 'h.uerbach.
Q, "Your first nane?
A. "Philip,
Q. "\/hat is your age, please? ' ^
A. "Forty-one years of ago.
Q. 'h'lnd your present address?
A. "Munich, Friodrich Horschelstrasse 3.,
Q, 'And what were you by profession origDnaJiy?
- IS -
l\. .
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Q.
"I rxi a chonist.
";^d what is your present p3::ofes3ion or occupation?
"I ani a governnental coroigsioner £oc ract'^.lly and
religiously persecuted p;gopiQ in Bavaria,
Q, "Vifhat is your rank in ^he civil service in Bavaria?
Q.
"I aja in charge of the Govemiuental dopartr.ient_, in
the rank of an Under Secretary of Sto.tc,
"Do you have any other position in the l/estem
zone, in the ^jierican zone?
HYes, I an president of the Israelitic Corxiunity
in Bavaria in an honorarj'- position.
"Mr, State Conmssionor, you were in Bolgiun in
about 1939 and 1940, is this correct?
A, "I was in Bolgiun fron 1934 as a refugee.
Q.
Q.
Q.
"In 1939 and 1940, too? In 1939 before the war
started?
"Yes, I r<a".iainod in Belgiion in 1939 until 10 Ifay
1940 when the Gernnn ...n.Ty invaded the country.
'hind then you vfont to Frrncc, is that correct?
"Yes, quite.
"Ijid when the Gerr-ians were overrunning Belgixjn
and Fronce, what happened to you in France? Did
you roT-iain there?
"Wo. The Gestapo transferred ne to Berlin via
Paris.
Q. "To wheat place in Berlin?"
"I was first in Prinz IJLbrochtstrasso. Prinz
.llbrechtstra.sse is the hoa,dqua.rtors of tho Gestapo,
the So-crot State Police, and tho RSIIj,.
Q. "How long v/cre you there?
"Fron there I was taJcon to the police headquarters
in Berlin vdiore I W23 arrested for about two years.
"VJha.t kind of people did you see there?
"Jews and foreigners wore treated particulaxly
badly and were kept in the so-called 'Gowahrsan®,
Thoy were taken into a special prison in the
collar, v^horoas Gerr.v.ns ronainod upstairs in the
cells on the second floor.
"You tralk of foreigners, VJhat kind of foreigners
were they?
' •4
A. "They were from nil nations, those countries
vfhich Gemiany had occupied, Dutch, Belgians,
French, sonc British. They wore r.iainly people
v;ho had been deported by force to Gernany in
order to v/ork there, and who obccrding to
certain denuncin.tions to the Gestapo, were not
doing their full quota of work and had been
arrested and. renained there for a few days luitil
thc5'" were deported to a concentration car.ip or
labor Ccai'-ip. Most of these transfers went to
the caiaps in Tjuhlheide or Buchonwald, or Oramen—
burg. Gross—Rosen and liauthauson.
Q. "Did any nistroatr.ient take place there?
"Uoll, comparatively little in the police prison,
but quite sufficiently when the Gestapo interroga.tod
you, I can toll you quite a few things about that.
Q. "Were the foreigners mstroated, too?
A. "Hostly in the norning; vihon the Gcstapo officials
tiirned up and fetched people for interrogation
thoj?" wore beaten at once.
Q. "Now in 1943 you were sent to ..^uschwitz fron
Berlin, is that correct?
A. "Yes, Yes, I vjv.s talccn to Ausch^dtz in a special
transport, not with a nass transport.
Q. "V'Jere you told why?
A. "I was told, originally that I was to do same work
there, but when I Vfas passing through Beuthon,
the police prison there, I was told, - 'You are
going there to the oven,' That opinion vjas
geneir.lly held.
j5, "TJl'Vat do you nean by 'oven' (Kaoiin)?
A, "The tern 'oven' usually ncant the four big
crcnatorios in ..uschv/itz v/hcrv^ an average of five
thQusa.nd people were burned or crcnatod daily.
Q, "You hoard the tern 'oven' in Beuthon, did you?
A. "Yes,
Q» "V/hat sort of people said that? \jas that torn
'oven' used quite frequently?
A, "Yes, the people fron the police used the torn,
VJhen they received us and gave us ouf passes for
the transport, it said on that pass: 'Sentenced
to death for high treason', and so the people said,
'You vran't live very long. You axo going to bo
sent to the oven.'
Q. "Just a nonont, '.Jae this discussed quite openly?
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"Ygs, quite openly exiong evcryboc^^ quite CiS
openly as they did in Berlin,
•(i*
a.
Q,
Q.
"In Berlin at police headquarters was that nentioned
also? T'/hat year was that?
MThat started o.s early as 1941.
•h'ind then ^ou went to ^tusct^vit^:^ didn't you?
"Yes.
"Until when?
"Until the canp was evacuated, on IS January 1945.
"Can you prove in any way that you were in Auschviitz?
"I have excellent proof which I would like to show
the Tribunal. The nunbor on ijy arn here.
Q, "V/hat nunbcr is it? Do you. Imow it by heart?
Q.
Q.
"I88S69. That v/as the nuabor which I was i^ivon as
a political prisoner, and I was relatively hapjiy,
mth that fact.
"IVell, I don't follow you. You were happy that a
nuT-ibcr was burned on your ana?
"Yes.
"Ihy?
"Because those who were not (^iven a nuaber went
unidentified to the c:as cbanber. They wore not
registered and their n?nes were forgotten. They
were siaply gassed <and throvm into the oven.
Q, "\/as that connected vfith the-fact that you were
stronger, co-uld do sor.10 work, and were a cher.iist?
Q.
"Yes, I was 1-xiedia.tely allocated to sono work,
I worked in the stone quarry for two days and
sror.shed the cap of niy knee, I then vralked on
crutches and was taken to the so-called depart—
nont for coi.ibating vorriLn, wliich war, in the
charge of Oborsturnbannfuehrer Pflauni. I7e wore
to coi.ibat insects, rats, nice, etc.
"Did you in that position as a che:aist, have a
special opportunity to get around in Auschwitz cojap?
"Yes, I was also the first disinfecting official,
I had to do special dolotising and rat o:ctGrnination
actions, .and I, theroforo, had a pass vjhich got r.ie
out of the actual nen's coj.ip and into the wonon's
cunp as woll, I r.v.y say what I saw there was the
nost frightful thinr; I ever saw*
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Q, "Just 0. nonont, V/e will discuss that later. VJhat
nationalities were represented ^ ..uschwitz?
Xf "iuschvdtz was nainly an e^ernination cmp for
Jews of oH countries^ nr.tionalities.
Q. "V/hat nationalities?
X, "There were relatively few Gerr.^ans there". They
were mostly Poles; large transports caiae in from
Hungary.
Q. "vJhen?
Q.
"The Hungmion transports did not arrive until
the end of 1943 or the beginning of 1944- Before
that large transports caiae in fron Greece. I
think about fifty thousand Jews cane from Greece
to ^"^uschvdtz fron aiaong whom less than one hundred
survived. Transports cane in fron France, fron
Belgiun, fron Holland and all those countries
where the German boot Vfas planted.
"Tell iie, when these poeplo arrived they were
selected and put into groups.
"Let ne describe briefly how these transports
were handled. You nust difforontia,tc between
individual, transport^ such as ndno, where vje
vrore only throe people fron Berlin, and the .nass
transports v;hich arrived on special trains every
day. The Trains arrived in Birkenau. They were
received at the station in Birkona.u by the canp
connandant and <?. large mmber of higher SS
officers; l^hen these people who had traveled
for days, or in sone cases weeks, in overcrowded
cattle wagons, descended fron their trains —
there were several dead persons in every wa.gon —
they were asked,
•'vThich of you cannot work? Those of you
vrhc. cannot vfalk cm be driven to the caxjip.^ People
who wore not awaro of whr.t that meant, volunteered
and a.sked to be driven to the crjip. They were then
put on the left side, v/iiich x.Ksant dea-th. The
others had to leave their luggage behind. I saw
with my own eyes, when Oberscharfuehrer Siiaon lioll
took little children by the logs and sna.shed their
heads against the walls of the station. That
happened in ;*uschwitz in 1944. I scyi vath my own
eyes hov/ those people were thrown like dattle on
a truck and taken iTiediately to the cror.iatoriun.
They were told they were going to have a bath, -
The bath was the gas chamber. I'Jhon they entered,
they had to strip and with typical Gor:.rn thorough
ness they had to sort out their clothes so that
the SS had no more work v/hcn those things were sent
on to VOI'IX,
Q, "To what agency?
4. "To voia*
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Q. "TThr.t is VObDl?
"That y-jc-.s a NationaX SociaXist organisation^ vihich
couXd use cXothos for ncn, vxcrion and chiXdren.
Q. "If these oeopXe had ar^ vaXuabXes with then
or did anything else happen to the corpses?
A. "The vaXuables renained in the cXothes or had to
be deposited on tables first, Sverything was then'
nicely sorted out, ^7alXs viere herB.eticcX.ly sealed^
and instead of water^, gas cane in^ cj'cXcn gas. Two
ninutes later the gas chanbers wore full of corpses
Q. "'.That was done v/ith the corpses?
".^fter the gas had evaporated^ a detachnenb of
innatos ccaie in who had orders to extract the gold
fron the teeth in the nouths of the corpses „ You
could see fron the records in jvuschwitz^, v.^hich I
savj royself, that in the course of four years
thirty-thrco thousand kilos of gold fron teeth and
rings wore sent to the Reichsbank,
Q, "F.ow do you knew that it vms sent to the Roichsbanlc?
"Gcnrados of r.iLne^ who vrorkod in thc.t departnent^
told .no this authontic.?X.ly,
Q. "Did the Reichsbank and the Reich I^Iinistiy of Finance
sont in any accounts vdiich you yourself saw in the
offices?
"I worked in OborsturnbannfuchrGr Pflaun's office^
and there \io sew the bills 7/hich v/ere sent for
deliveries of insecticide to thc Wehrr.ic.cht and
the VOJ.II and other organizr.ticns^, always through'
to Berlin to the Reich Ministry of Finance,
and there things were financially adjusted in sone
Danner.
Q, "V/hon^ as far as you can rexienbor^ did the first
bo.xes with gold teeth and siriilar objects go off
to the Reichsbank?
"iill I can tell this Court isj of course^ what I
knovf n3''sci].f. By the end cf 1944 I heard about that
in Auschwitz for the first tir.ie, I should assur.ie
thc.t it h.^pponed before^ buc I couldn't testify to
thc.t fron ny oim observation.
Q. "Those v.'ho were capable of work^ who v/ere not
killed ii'.riodiatelyj for whon did they work there?
'^ "Je had a lai'ge industry in jluschwitz. Auschwitz
itself consisted of a nunbor of caips. In Buna_,
which was near the city of ."^uschvdtz, the iniiate
city. I nean_. work was done exclusively for Farben
and there^ as t.he nar.io 'Buna' iJiplios_, artificial ^
rubber was produced. Then the Geman Roarncnent
v/orks weiv there. They also vrorked for the Wohrj.iacht
Then there v/as "what we called the 'Union' there.
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Q. "Vvhp.t wp.s tho 'Union'?
"The 'Union^ v;r.s r'^ .n SS cntcrpriso which produced
exclusively arxiunition for the V/ehrLiecht^, and there
quite indiscrir.iinntoly the s3j?,ves v/ere put to work^
77hether they Wire Gerjoans or foreigners^ and there
they produced the cartridge cases*
Q* "Did the people go back to the canp fron these
places of work^ or what happened?
"Jui order ca-.ie out in tho noming at foiir o'clock
to got up and at five o'clock we woiold narch. 1/ork
v;as done until the evening at six o'clock^, and
those who wore still alive carae back vjith the colu"ins,
The dead were carried behind.
Q. "PJhat do you nean: 'the dead were carried behind'?
"It happened very often that the raan in chcnge of
the canp asked in the ncrning how i-X'.ny Jevvs were
in tho detachnont and said in the evening he wanfced
to see one hundred or two hundred less. Then these
people v/ere shot while trying to escape or oicbominated
scne other-way^ but in order for tho roll call to
bo correct^ the dead had to bo brought back again.
Q. "There is one tiling I don't quite understand, and
perhaps you can door that up for tho Tribunal,
Actually thoro was every reason to boliove that
people v/ero voty nuch interested in tho fact that
•foreigners should v/ork for tho \/ehrnacht, l-Thy wore
they being killed?
A. "V/oll, there was no shortage of slaves. New trains
crrvo in daily^ and as the cror"atcriuj-.i dways worked
on tho double^ it did not ratter'whether a few
hundred were being killed or not, because the pur
pose of Auschviitz caaip was extcrriination. Four
njllion eight hjundred thousand dead was the price
.of Auschwitz aanp.
Q. "V/^ s it a sort, of selective procedure that only the.
nost efficient people, experts, were to survixre, do
you think?
A» "Yes, Well, there was what v/o called 'selection'
every four v/cokSj
Q. "\Jhat was 'sGj.ection'?
n. "'Selection' roant that people were being sorted
out according to their capacity of work, acoordr.ng
to their health, etc.,, and it vfas highly doubtful
according to what principles tho selection r/as luide.
Q. "Hov^ was it done?
A, ".tJi order vjaa given in the evening at eleven o'clock
thr.t all Jews wore to assorible in the street conpletely
naked, even if it was five or ton degrees bolow zero,
Fron there they had to go to the bathing place -whoro
(continued)
a few norc or less drunken SS men were sitting
around and they indicated by s stick either
'left* or 'rights, 'Left' meant the oven;' »right'
meant work. Those selected for the oven_, they
were put on a truck* naked as they were> and sent
to the gas chambers, where the next morning the
gassing and cremating ccourred.
Q. "The gassing was done v/ith what?
Ai., "It was done with cyclon gas,
Q. "VJhich was supplied by v/hom?
A, "By I.G, Farben, ' t;;]
Q, "Did you sec that yourself? ' "
"I did, indeed, ;.s chemist I had cc casion in my '
ov/n department to handle gas coming into the camp,
as we had to disinfect certain rooms infested by
bedbugs. One day a Obersturi:Tfuehrer came to see
ne and asked ne to give him two quantities of gas
for the cremntcrium, because the delivery from
Bitterfold, the I. G. Farben plant, had not arrived
yet, I told him that I had two bottles virhich I
needed to destroy bedbugs and therefore I couldn't
give it to him, vlereupon ho gave me 25 lashes.
Q. "There is one thing I don't understand. Perhaps
you can explain it. If it was desired,to work people
to death, why was it necessary to have you around
to disinfect rooms and kill rats, etc.?
A. "Well, the reason is quite simple. Rats did not
discrlainato between in'iates and SS.nenji and as
corpses were lying around where rats niboled at
then, there was every donger thr.t the poison
Oi'-ranating from the corpses would re.^ch the store
rooms of the SS. Ue also had to be careful less
epidemics would break out. They needed slave labor.
After all there were more than one hrmdred eighty
thousand men working in the ..uschwitz area,apart
from those working in the mines nec.r ;*uschvitz.
Q. "\Jhat groups were particularly badly troo-ted, as |^il|
far as you saw with your own eyes?
"The Poles and the Jews,
Q. "Vtet happened to the Hunc*arian and French wor.ien?
A, "Treatment of the women was a problem of its own,
Q, "VJould you please tell us scmethlng about thot?
A. "I think I am one of the fev/ survivors of .'.uschwitz
who over entered the women's camp, slaply because I
vfas doing this disinfecting work. It ivas the most
frightful thing I have ever seen; These women,
particularly the Htm^iarian women, were stripped before
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(continuGd)
tho SS nen, Thoy had to pile up their clothes at
a certain spot and hand over their valuables. Then
they v/ere usually shaven by innates \jho v/cre
professioncJ. crir-iinals, and SS nen vvcTild laugh at,
those shiveringj naked wonen* The picture I sa.w
v/as indescribable.
Q. "V'Jell^ then you left Auschv/itz, How did that cone
about?
1* "IJhen the Russians .advanced^ an order was given that
the ..uschvdtz canp ivr.s to be evactuated. This trans
port started on l6 January 1945« liy detachnent was
the. insecticide squad^ and it had neanwhile also
been assigned to work the soap plant.
Q. "l^hat sort of factory was that?
A, "l^e had been given orders to produce soap for the
Fuehrer's headquarters^ for J.dolf Hitler personally^
and this vfas a special task given to ne by HiniiLer,
Q. "Did Htoiler visit the caiap over?
/I, "Yes_, together with Pohl and other dignitaries,, sone
cf then in civilian clothes, sone of then in uniforn.
Q, "Are you in a position to identify anyone?
A, "I think that would be scarcely possible.
Q. "Did you ever see an official in one cf the ca::ps
who::\ you imeiv fron the old days in- Berlin v/hen you
wore coni-.U-ttcd to the prison there, or later on?
"Yes, -Jhen I went fron Paris to Berlin, I v/as re
ceived in Prinz .dLbrechtstrasse by a nan who
iionediately kicked no and beat ne, and said, h.t
last WG have got you bastard now. Surely you know
who I axi, I was v/ith the Consul General in .^'jatv/erp,'
I recognised hiia -again a,s tho n-an -who ha.d extended
ny pass port in 1935 in Antwerp.
Q. "Ho \vas then in the Foreign Service in tho Consulate?
a., "Yes. Ho had even the right to give signr.tures, I
know that he then signed ny iaassport.
Q, 'Vjid he w.s later with the Gestapo?
"Yes, I thinic he nust ha.ve had a very high position
with the Gestapo* Tho^ aXL stood at attention before
hir.i, -
Q, "V/oll, lot's go back now to the evacuation of .^usch-
77its and the last point. You were evacuated fron
Auschvdtz'in January 1945^ ii^i
"Yes,
Q, "Together with the other survivere?
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"I think c/oout seventy thousand people went on
that transport fron .^uschvd.tZf I renietiber very
precisely that on 13 Jonu.ory wo left at six in
the aorning. It vins foiirteon decrees below zero,
and we had only our thin overalls. Ue r-r/i-chcd
for fifty-five kiloneters in one ni^jhto 4J1 order
was given that everyone who fell behind would be
shot dov^ ruthlessly. I r:iyself counted—
Q. "V/as that a nere threat?
"I sav? ayself ojid counted betwev^n iuschvfitz and
Losslau cat one side of the road three hundred
sixty-one corpses. Shots were fired every liiinute^,
and the victir.is vrere not even shot properly^.
They viero, lying there in their blood^, soue of then
screar.iing with madness, others freezing to death.
Q. "V/ero they German, foreigners or what?
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.
'tjayone vras shot down who did not mardh in the rows.
There was an i^ustria-Hungarian Field li.rshal,
seventy-four years of age Vfho marched next to me., '
I dragged hi:i along, but when he couldn't j.iarch on,
he laid dovm next to a tree and then was shot in
the neck, •
"Finallj'" 5'"ou reached Buchenv/ald, did you?
"les.
"How many kilometers jsre there fron Buchenwald to
iuschvfitz?
"It is difficult to say. Ue only mrched as far as
Losslau and then vre were loaded on some open coal
wagons, one hundred sixty of us to a v/agon, and
ha].f of us only v/cre alive when v;e arrivedc
"Baichenv/ald wao in Germ-any, wasn't it?
"Oh, yoso Buchenvrald is near Uoir/ar.
"And 4i.usclT.-/itz was in occupied Poland, is that
correct?
"Tes; it was in the neighborhood of Kattowico,
"Uoll, n-'Vf you .arrived in Buchenwald when?
"TJg were first in a small intermediary camp called
Gross-Rosen, and from there we v^ont to Buchenwald,
about the rAiddlo or end of February^
"V/hat year, Ilr. State Coia-.rLssioner?
"In 1945.
"Uere there m.ony Inmates in Buchonwald?
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A, "It was overcrowded. Normlly Buchenwald could
recoive twelve to fifteen thousand inDa.tes_, but
when these transports con-e in there were as many
as seventy thousand at Buchenwald»
Q. "YJhat sort of work was done there?
A, "It was the stone quarry, the so-called death de-
ta.chnient, then aqain the Gernan equipnent works,
the aiiuunition factories. There vjas a factory
for spare parts of aircraft and a nunber of other
factories.
Q. "Did foreigners and Gornr.ns work there?
A, "There were racstl^r Gernan political prisoners and
foreimers.
Q, "Fror.1 v^hat countries?
A. "French, Belcirn, nany Yugoslavs and Russian prisoners
of v;ar.
Q. "'Tere thcarc i"^nly Jews there?
A. "Until the large tronsport cane in there were oxily
two blocks, two large buildings occupied by Jevrs,
blocks 22 and 23. Yll of us were of varying
nationalities. Each rkaticnality had a block or
several blocks to thcr.selves, French blocks,
Czech blocks, Hungari'^n blocks, although there
were relatively few Hunj_;arians there. They cane
in later, and thej'" were all alloc led to sone work.
Q, "\Vhat religions were represented?
.i. "..U religions,. Protestants, Catholics and nany
i Jev/s.
Q., "Orthcdcx Jews?
A. "Oh, yes,
Q. "Fron the Balkan countries, you oean?
A. "Oh, yes. There \ns a special block for Catholic
priests.
Q. "How nany were in there?
A. "I should estimate tliere were betweOn tvro hundred
and three hundred Catholic priests in Buchenwald,
Q, "Ifliat vias the tro-.tnent then, vras it better there?
A, "In 1945, it was better conpared to the old days,
but it was still bad enough, as the SS shot
savagely throughout the carip on the srallest pro
vocation, particularly during the work in the stone
quarries, where they would kill people without any
consideration whatever.^
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rQ. "Uero j'-ou over told vrhy thin^^s wero better there?
A. "Thin^were better there bocr.use Buchcnwr.ld was r.t
a focal point of public opinion. 3uchomj?2d 77as
known abroad. It held rany prordnent imates.
Q. "I'vho were sono of the personarcs vrell know there?
"Leon Blua^ Schuschni£c_, and several people who
vfere constantly in the eyes of observers abroad
and as they feared too much would becone known
abroad the treatment was better. In .addition to
that by the end of the v/ar^ in 1945^ the bullying
of the SS decreased, because they had other things
to dOo
Q. "Until when did you re:iaih there?
A. "I reiriaincd there a few r.ionths till after the
liberation, because the diT.orican authorities had'
• asked I'.ie to supervise the ovacuaticn cf the sick,
when I had becone nanager of the hospital, because
after all we ha.d eight thousand very ill people
who could no longer walk.
Q. "VJhon did the United States ,,rry arrive in the canp?
A, "11 .ipril 19A5» It "lias General Patton-s First
.'.nioui^ Units.
Q. "'.Jas an irivontory taken in the caj.ip at the tiiae?
"That would hcve boon quite iipossiblc, because
three deys before 1S,000 Jews were killed in the
forest around Buchcnwrld with anti-tank rockets,
V;G didn't- know any more v/ho was still there. The
whole crjap v/as being dissolved, and no roll call
Wcas possible any nore.
Q, "iThy were so mny i^eople killed within the 3^st
three days?
"Because Hirr.lor had given an order that no inraates
nust bo kept alive for the .ALlies, and at this point
the so-called Bvaouation took place, but the Caxip
Faiiagoront in Br.cncnv/ald was active. The illegal
rana,genont of uho Buchcnv;rJ.d Caxip for the fixst
tine nade a stron- resistance, ar^d wo did not carry
out the orders. The poorest and the vreakest, r.iost-
of then wero the Hungarian Jews, wero driven out
side the caiip, and were killed in the weeds around
Eppersberg,
Q, "By when, by the S3 or ~
"No, froj'.i a few of the survivors we have ascertained
by to'sbii.icnials that thoy were Hitler Youth who
tried out the anti-t'\nk rockets on those u^'ifortiuiato
- people.
Q, "Then General Fatten ca.ie'
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4"Yes,
Q, "Vferc pictures tcicen there?
"Yes^ pictures vfere taken, and filnis were made,
I Tiyself was present, since ^"jaerican authorities
had appointed ne in charco of the civili^
hospital in Buchenwald, -Jliat we saw and ex
perienced there, nade oven a r.ian'like General
Fatten cry, "Ke told no verbally, 'I fought
battles, cut X hvave never seen so nuch
r.iiserj'" in all ry life as I did here in Buchen
wald, '
DR, I'vEXIPNER •
"Thank you very nuch. Thc.t is all,
PRXSIDBIG JUDGX: IL.GUIRE:
'i'jiy cross oxanination? There being no further
cross exaninaticn the witr^ss will be coojused."
(Transcript, pages 2509-2522)
V. iWi^ICTIONJDF ras FO^IGN
True to the principles of the Nnticnal Socialist d "JctrlnG
in the Third Roichj the Foreign Office inaugurated and e::ecutQ4
in its sphere of jurisdiction the anti-Jewish policy which re
sulted in the Gxberraina.ticn of six iiiillicn Jews in Europe,
The Gerraan Foreign Office, also knovjn as llinistry of
Foreirn ^"iffairs, v/as in charge of rl 1 natters concerning German
relations to other countries, including the affairs of foreign
nationals in Ger:iany, During the first years of the Hitler
regine, the Foreign Office had to deal va.th the Jemsh question
when foreign pov;ers intervened on behalf cf their persecuted
Jev/ish nationals in Gernany, or v^hen the emigration of German
Je\;s to foreign countries raised political or economic problems
in the field of foreign relations.
l/ar and the aggressive sweep of the German armies broadened
and increased the duties of the Gerr.ian Foreign Office in this
field, yhon the peoples of .Austria, Czechoslovakia, Poland,
France, and other conquered or intimidated countries c-oxie under
the black wing of the German v/ar eagle, the fate of the Jo'.'s
of these countries bocmo an important factor in Gorman relations
with those countries.
This trial brief will show that the Genaan Foreign Office
negotiated the lives and destinies of these Jev^s with supreme
authority, through forming the general policy towards these
countries, or giving instructions to the Germa.n pleriipotentiaries
In these countries. The degree of Foreign Office control and
participation in the anti-rJew^sh procj-Ptm is indicated from the fact
tha.t more than ninety-five percon'^ the European Jews were
foreign (non-Gorman) nationals (Pros, Ex. 1452, Doc, Bk, 59^
p. 89) ^ hence •—so far as the genocidal action was concerned —
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were under -bhe jurisdiction cf the G-err.ian Forei;Ti Office.
There were r.iany foreign policy r.spocts involved in the
foming c.nd laplenonto.ticn'cf the progrcxi to oxterninp.to the
Jews of Europe. Consequently^ this progran bulked lorge in
the work cf eveiy division r.nd section of the Foreign Office,
On the top were the Minister and his State Secretaries^ first
the defend-cxit "ilEXZS-'JSCIvSE and subsequently the defendant 'STSSN-
GKiiCHT •
The State Secretary was a percanont deputy of his Minister
for the entire field of jurisdiction. He was also a pcliticrd.
civil servant, i.e., he had to observe the political line of
his govorrinont and he v;as rcr:.oved if ho did not function
correctly in political sphere (Expert v/itness. Professor Hans
Peters, Transcript, pages 316-317)
Next in lino Vfas the ?cliU._cal Diyisicnj^ the central core
cf the Foreign Office, v/hich nade and drafted proposals in this
field. Its Chief was, until 1943^ the dcfendrnt. Under Secretary
VJOERJldlN and his deputy v/as the defendant Erdr.iannsdorff.
The title cf Under Secretary which v/as given to WOERiXUN
Indicates the gre .t significance cf the office vTOERildJN had, or
the inportance cf this specific personality for the service
(Testimony of expeit witness Professor Hans Fetors, Transcript,
pages 353-334)•
The powerful role of the Political Division within the
Foreign Office is described in a noioorandurA by the Special
."jnbassador in the Foreign Office, vcn Rjjitolen, dated 30 Septci.jer
1944 (Pr e, Ex. 3658, Doc, Bk, 99-^>-j pv 7 ot seq.)# In the
chapter on the Politic.al Division in this j-iOi.iorandurD under II,
the role of this division, for decades the doninant division in
the Forei£Ti Office, is set forth as follows:
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"II, Within the Foreign Office the Politico.! Division
holds the positionof ?. centre! egency which is to
observe current events r.broad end to doterniine Foreign
Policy eccording to the Fuehrer's intentions. For
this purpose it is subdivided into sections^ responsible
for the zndivldunl countries^ respectively group of
countries, which have the dut^r tp provide the Reich
Foreign Minis't or r.t any tiue wi^h the uost accurate
infornation c ncerninr the foreign political situation
of .a specific country a.nd which nv.st be a.ble to put the
entire-a.vail.ailo laatorioj, at his disposal. Thus, for
exa;aple, in p. jlitical decisions to be taken in our
relations to .Jpain the Political Division must be in
the position to ha.vo -v/ithin jjxiodiate reach a3J- data
giving exhaustive infcrr-ir-tion on political devcloynont
in Spain up to nov/, on her relations to us and to
other powers a-rd on her present doniina-nt politica.l
trends. This ( cnands a constant collection and
eva.luation cf [ cnera.l or confidentiaj. infornation v/hich
is obtained by various ways -and r.ieans, ant also requires,
observing regularly'" the attitude cf politically Iq-
portant persona.-ltios abroad. The Political Division
obtains the necev3sary data through telegraphic, ivritten
and vcrba.l re^^oid s of their foreign niissions, through
reports fror.i ofi.'r.cials sent abroad especia,lly for this
purpose, through inforrna.tion derived frora confxdential
and secret sourcss; in addition through the current use
of press and racio infcrmtion supplied by the press
and brcadcasting divisions, through studying important
foreign political docvunents, and finally through personal
contact 1/ith accredited fcr.i^yi aiissicns in Berlin and
through the services of influential people abroad.
The
"The second impo.'t.ant function cf the Political Division
consists in the political guidance of our foreign rep
resentations, It is the duty of this department to see
that the German missions abroad get sufficiently^well
acquainted viith the gumding principles of the Reich
Foreign Hinister in foreign policy as well as v/ith the
political -ati.iosphere in other countries. (Language
ppoups). But it also provides the necessary instructions
for the Gorr-an missions abroad, with regard to all
specific political questions, so that they are dealt
with in .conpleto conformity with the Reich Foreig;n
Minister's directives.
"Finally, the Political Division must r.xaintain contact
with foreign missions in Germany, it must accept "their
proposals with re-p.rd to political questions and it must
negotiate those questions v/ith them. With:m^the Foreign
Officd it is the responsibility of the Political Division
to see to it that the activities of other divisions
conform with our principles of Foreign Policy, generally
and in every specific case, since it is understood
that such specific questions, for example, questions
relating to Foreign Trade matters and the foreign^press
can only be dealt ^/ith, if they fall clearly ,in line
ivith the general political trend to which we adhere
with regard to foreign countries."
role of the Political Division in the riass murder of
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six r.iiliicn Jev/s is proved by hundreds cf Prosecution docunents.
The Divi^ionj_ of which the "Vidtness Dr. /JLhrecht was
Actin{; Chiefhandled certain ler;al problens in the progran.
This division v/as under direct, control and supervision of the
defendants VEIZS.JSCIffiR and later STSENGRXHT.
The ^ers cnnpl and ^dni^^t^a^iyp_D_i^ of v;hich the
affiant Hans Schroeder vgs in charge^ handled such problens as
supplying adequate personnel to the divisions in Berlin and the
nissions abroad_, for r.aintaining the prograrao This division
furnished the noney^, the diplonatic passports_, and nade the
tcr.iporary duty arrangenonts for Foreign Office specialists^,
such as the defendant Veesennayer who mde field trips to Slovakia
and Serbia and the affiant von Thadden who nade field trips to
Serbia and Hungary in connection with the extoinination progran.
The Personnel and ..di"j.nistrative Division was also under the
direct control and supervision of the defendant VSIZS.XCiCER and
later of the defendant STEENGfLxCHT.
The Division Deut^chl£vn_d played also a very inportant role
in the oxterriination prograia of the Gernan Fnrei(^n Office. This
Division was especially active in the operational field, in its
function as the liaison office vd.th the Roichssicherheitshauptant
(R3H.'x) and the SS, that is, to the agencies v/hich enforced the
policy and rulings r.iade by the Foreign Office and its representatives
for carrying out the annihilation prograia.
During r.iost of the period of the State Secretaryship of the
defendant 'i:JEIZS.JECKER, the Under State Secretary Luther vja.s head
of the Divisicn Deutschland; Rib-^entrop had hha sent to a con
centration ca^p because of alleged disloyalty to hin. During the
State Secretaryship of the defendant STSENGR.CHT, the affiant
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Horst Ungner was in charge of the Division Deutschland,
Hundreds of docunents shov; that continuous cooperation be
tween. the Political Division and the Division Deutschland. Their
tean work was devoted to the successful conpletion of the anni
hilation program. There arc instances^ as in all governnent
adninistrations of the worlds where channels of procedure were
not followed, and one or_ the other division chief or roajor
official talk directly and personally to the head of the department,
Luther nay well have approached the department heo.d Ribbentrop
directly without going first to the defendant VJKEZSASCIvER. However,
even in these instances, the defendant 1JEIZS.J:CK3R was inforned
1nnediately afterwards and had o.n opportunity to nake objections
if he did not want to agree to the ruatters involved. In fact,
the defendant vLi3:ZS..3CKER watched out for his prerogatives and
authorities Jealously. As a result, the hundreds of Prosecution
and defense documents shovi the channels wore faithfully adhered
to.
Throughout their direct expjiinations, it vms one of the rvain
tactics of the defendants TJEIZS/^CK^ (Transcript, p. 8552 ot seq.)
and V/OEKilUN (Transcript, page 11264 et seq,) to try to shift the
responsibility for their own crimes to the shoulders of the missing
or deceased director of the Division Deutschland, Martin Luther,
They claim that he had the prir.aary Jurisdiction in the annihilation
progrrm. Even if that were true, V'rEIZS.JSCKER v;as his superior
official and supervisor, in his capacity as State Secretary,
However, this shifting of responsibility for murder is rather
ironic. Let's assume for the sake of argument, that only the
late Ribbentrop and the late Luther had Jurisdiction over the
annihilation program, VJhy were the defendants ^-VEIZS.iECKER,
and STEENGR.GHT so willing and eager to put their
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sicnatures hundreds of tir.ics under docunents which allegedly
did not belong to their jurisdiction thus conr.dtting extra-
jurisdictional nurder. No crininal before the court of any-
country has ever been acquitted because of his clain. tha.t he
nurdered in the district vrhich vic.s not under his jurisdiction
but that of another gang.
«-
VI. BASIC 1^4 4:1441^404^444444.^ 41^4014413,
Hundreds of e:±iibits subinittod in this tric.1 shov; that the German
Foreign Office i/as a very sriioothly fuhctionins machine -..dth complete
tearmvork aiaong the various divisions. The State Secretaries dis
tributed copies of the sealed matters to the divisions and branches
concerned. The acrinistrative offices circulated the less secret
matters to the various divisions and branches, -mion^; the lar^e amount
of documents submitted in this casCj there are onl^" a fe'w i/hich at
least five to xifteeii persons and sections did not U'crk on, or have
some connection '..ith.
AS in most established government bureaus in all the capitals
of the world, the experts drafted their proposals; the proposals
went up to the chiei of a section, were passed upon by him and
forr.-arded up the line to the division chief 7;here they v;ere o.gain
passed upon and sub..:itted to the otate Secretaiv", occasionally —
after he had passed on it —also to the foi'eign ^.mnister.
It is interesting to note tliat in the hundreds of documents
submitted as eisiiibits, ViO find only an exceptiona.l lei: which did
not f"11 rni- the estabiJLshed bureaucratic channels, the line up and
the line do'.jn. It is also noteworthy tliat in most cases there
:/as complete concurrence on all levels and bet'.jeen all divisions
pe.rticipating, especially between the Folitical Division and the
Division Dexitschland. ":x.:ong the instsjices of lack of concurrence
in the prosecution "documents, we note objections or inquiries of
the Le.^al Division, These objections and inquiries were openly
made and v.'ere sustained or overruled by the otate oecretarj'" or
liinister,
AS a standard rule in all government administrations of the
world, the subscribing to, the signing of, the undersigning of,
the co-signing of, the endorsing of, the initialing of, the counter-
signing of, a proposal x.iiich evcntus.lly v.as sent out indicates
consent, official approval, and authorisation. There ai^e no
symbols in the alphabet or in any langue.ge of the v/orld whose
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sha,;e conveys both alteriaatives^ Xos and LIo. ( jco cross-e:;ca£iiinatxon
Lohniami Tr.page 9703) j-n all aduinistrations ol the -/orld the
signing of a docuracnt -..ithout any protest means an oaiicial Xesj or
objection''^ Tjhother under a court decision or under
an administrative or diplomatic act-.
If the defendant .SIZSAliCiOilR presumes upon the fribunal's
credulity uith a clair^i that his official signatures x.ioLmted some
times only to doodling on a paper v/hich chanced to lie on hxs desk -
thxs claim must be put in a class nith Lammors' attempt to depxct
himself as a cleric or notary J
Reservations not mcprossed by withholding of signature or
othervd-ss^ are mental or inner reservations or dissatisfactions,
purely subjective and r/ithout any effect in fact and xau. There
exist millions of sign.-.tures under legal, administrative, and
business documents -.ihore the signer might have been dissatisfied
v/ith some details of the contract or act he signed, or may even
have felt inner repugnance of qualms of conscience-at the time ho
signed it. But '.jith the signing of his name he, nonetheless,
knov^ingly has undertaken the responsibility or obliga-oion for that
signature, and before the law^atover inner reservation he may liave
felt is vifithout validity.
If the prosecution h^.d to analyze one or te'o isole.tGd documents
with V^EIZSAliCKSl's, and STEMl.CI-Tr', sign.-.tures under
documents v/hich v/ero in effect death varrants, same of their
alleged inner iv^servations might play a role in the v/hole picture,
but ifflZSAECIOSR, STh^GRACHT, and their associates
signed through the years the death v/arrants of millions of people,
and, as vve vjill shov;, with full knowledge of the consequences.
They were habitual pc.rticipants in war crimes and crimes against
humanity. They v;ero hardened and practiced in this vast program
of crimes and in si/uilar programs of the Third Reicn, ihus, it
becomes fully irrelevant v/hether they put their fatal signature
at the top or the bot-uOiii of the document, at the left side or at
the right side, vdth full name or with initial, typcv/ritten or
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hrindwittorLj on an action shoot or on an inforiration copy, or
T/hntover bureaucratic paraphornalin v;oro mentioned by the
defendants in order to confuse-the c3jjar-cut issue of murder^
In fact, any claiiu of the dv-fonso that, out of the hundreds of
documents -.'hose totality composes the participation of tho defendants
j
in tho "final solution of the Jewish question", a fo".: dccuncnts were
not channeled tho normal vay, or not signed by all persons concerned,
cjid similar desperate quibblmgs cannot be ta,l-:on uoo seriously by
the prosecution, IjevorthelGss, the prosecution will e^cplain in
this brief hoi; in the indi-viduai instances tho defendants have
indicted thoraselvcs tln^ough their o-.m signatures.
It does not seem necessary to discuss in this connection the
testimony given by the witness Professor Erich fnufmann, who wanted
to make tho Court believe that ho is one of the few living persons
who is ohle to interpret diplomatic documents ('fr, p» 7243 ~ 7245)-
Tliis witness tra.ppod himse3jf' vjhen ho ins faced with Pros.xiX, lo35,
NG 4407, Doc.3k. 60 A, p. 72). He v/anted to make the Court believe
that the instructions given bj'- the defendant V<EIZSa_EiXR of Juno 29^
1942 to tho foreign Office representative Ludin in Slovakia, for
pressing tho Slovakla.n Government to adhere to the "fina.l solution"
policy of the C-ci-mans, "^jore a kind of stop order. No thinlcing
person, aside from the eeccoptional Dr. Kaufmann, could come to
this conclusion upon reading the document, and the addressee
Ludin knot/ very vjcll how to act upon the instruction to further
the exclusion of thirty-five thousand Jei;s from Jlovalcia,.
However, Kaufma.nn'.s attitude becomes understandable 'when
roallzo that he was one of the few Jews out of millions, v/ho re
ceived some help from the Foreign Office as a rcsaJ.b 01 his former
emplojrment vdth tliis agency. It is obvious that the NazJs did
not ;/ant to destroy such a staunch protagonist 01 their ideology,
•v;ho already mny yoars before had published in one of his books
such sentences as:
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"":;ar is a necessity in intcrnc.tionc.1 la-iv.
This nocGssity ccjinot end oven should not be
roriovod from the Tvorld by arbitration. "
(Tr. p. 7306)
''Hot the community of men acting oi their
ovjn free vall^ but the victorious iic.r is
the socic.l ideal," (Tr. p. 730S)
In general^ the death vjarrents of the Foreign Office \ierc
so clearly expressed tlia.t the Foreign Office plenipotentiaries
or ropresontativos all over Eiirope understood them so vrell that
the Foreign Office Headquarters in Berlin, adth fevj exceptions,
never had reason to give their murderous instructions tvn.ce or
to elaborate on them. The vdtnoss Ka.ufmann must have been avjaro
of this since he himself v/as one of the f^w persons ^.iio vjorc not
sent from the Gorman-occupied Netherlands to the anniliilct ion
camps in the East as some one hundred thousand other Jei;s vjere
(iCaufmann's cross-examination, Tr. p. 7295 -^t seq,)
under cross-e:vajvdnataon
The defense .v/itncGs Lohmann adr.iittcd^thc correctness of the
above mentioned basic prunciplos concerning the mc^-nxng of
signatures and the functioning of the team xork vdth tne follo^.ang
words:
"hundreds of clerks watched the proper ;/'-.y of
channolling " (Tr, p. 9726)
"there 'was a very slight possibility th^-.t
something ".jas distributed "w'hich w..s not
signed " (Tr. p. 9725)
"by initic.liiis the drc-ft he (the sup-Tior)
the form of the di-e.ft just tte seme os tn>. i.oi^r^nt
approved the draft ,,,, " (Tr.p. 9703)
"Even if ho had mental reservation , outv;ardly ho
approved of it, " (Tr. p. 9703)
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VII, the FC^IGH office^ ^ IHE
^LB r}-™iL..TION__OF THE JBIS_OF
EUi^OPE
Fron the borinnin;; cf the Third Reich^ the Forci{:n Office
defondr.nts devoted their efforts to the corryinc out of the p.nti-
Jowish policy in the field cf fcrcipn relntionso
;j.r0o.dy in 1934^ VEIZS.JECKER* s defense nffinnt Buelow-
Schwonte together with iTOSTJlJJN's defense o.ffip.nt Fhibossy
Counsellor Bisrnrck who unfortunately could not cone to Nurnberg
for cross—oxai'.iination becc.use of a condition nedically diagnosed
as "stage fright" hired in close cooperation with the Gestapo^
in liohdon , , ^ , t - •
the agent \Tesonioanny , The agent v;as assigned to shadow Jews
and political refugees outside Germny^ and to undertake the
kidnapping of the editor Berthold-Ja'kob Salononj a Jewish resident
of France^ and of other persons (Tr, p. 99Sl/99G2j Pros, Ex, 0-12^
C-I3), Because the Berthold-Ja kcb kidnap^.ing raised so riuch dust
internationally^ and enc'.angercd tho activities of other Ikazi
agents, Hitler hixiself decided (Tr. p. 99^5^ Pros.Ex, 0-10, C-11,
0-12, C-13, Doc. Bk. 215) that Saloncn nust bo returned to
Switzerland where ho had boon kidnapped by the Foreign Office
agent Uesonr.nnn, On order of Hitler, \JEXZS^iECKER, a.t tha.t tine
Gernan Iiinistcr to Svd.tsorland, na.do the proper arrangenents with
the Sv/iss authorities, ;jLrear:y at that early date, he thus bec.arie
persona.lly acquainted vdth the kidnapping tactics of tho Third
Reich. Since Hitler hinsolf had ordored that Salonon should be
returned, and TfflIZS;.ECI(ER should arrange the procedure, \7EIZS;b:CIE Ris
defense argunents that his arrangenents with Sv/xtzorland v/ere
helpful to Salonon have no nerit.
..s early as February 1937, V®IZS,DICKER's defense affiant
Buelow-Schwante of the Foreign Office distributed through tho
Gerran diplomatic pouch the i^vriting cf tho late Julius Streicher,
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titled "The Jevf in Gernnny"^ to the foreicn iiissicns of Gernnny
v^hich on their part were supposed, to forward it to trusted a£;;ents
for further action. The cooperation vrlth Julius Streicher, whose
activities were, as we vdll see later, coordinated vdth the anni
hilation procroj'.i of the Foreign Office, went so far that VffilZ-
SalECKER^s defense affiant Buelovr-Schwante sent Streicher^s
nalioious book to all Gernan Einbassies and Legations (Tr,. p. 9995)
including V/EIZS/^CKER*s Gernan Legation in Switzerland. Fron that
tine, there could no longer be any doubt for any high official
of the Gcrr.oan Foreign Service at hone and abroad as to v;hat was
in prospect for the Jews under Nazi control.
One year later, in the Sunder of 1938 the Gemcn llinister
of Foreign .'affairs v/as approached by the British .'j-.ibassador who
asked perr.iission for Gernnn Jews and Foreign Jews living in Gernany
to leave the country. The Gerran Foreign Office, however, re
fused to coopei-ate and VffiIZ-3..ECKER reported to the Gernan Er.ibassiGS
in London, Paris, Rone, "Jashington, and Vfersaw, and to the Geman
Legations in Belgrade, Bucharest, Prague, Sofia, and the Germn
Consulate in Geneva, that Gernany could not facilitate the tro,ns-
for of capital by Jews (NG-3702, Exhibit No. 1436, Docunent Book
No. 59, page 3).
In the late Sur.v:er of the s-ne year, the British and xjaerican
."ijibassadors approached the Go.i': •.-.-.n Foreign Office to deal with the
question of an internr.tlonal relief cornittec set up to facilitate
I the enigration of Jews fron Gernany. ,jierican citizen, llr.
w
rA-
Rublee, had been appointod director of that connittoe, Mr. Rublee,
the two .j-ibassadors o^q^lained in two norioranda, w^as anxious to
go to Berlin in order to discuss directly with the conpetent
authorities vjays and neans of organizing the Jewish exodus fron
Gernany. \JEISS.JICKER was in direct contact with the two .j-.ibassadors
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rand reported to Ribbentrop on the reply he cave to the xlH^Lo
S •".xon diplomats •
"I axplained to the ambassador^ as pQCp
before in the sunrier, that in my por.so/ial
opiiicn^ LIr. Rublce's journey to Germany
is no use,,e'7e^ for very obvious reasons^
are lot \/illinc to provide Je;7s ^iv.ith .foreicn
curm )ncy» c•! was not able to recoimcncl Lira
RuK.ijo's journey.c.I explained to the .baerican
amb-r..isador, perhaps in a somewhat less harsh
mann'3r thn.n to Neville Hendorpon^j the reasons
that vrould probably be in the v,'ay of a iseful
discussion betv/eon'IIr. Rublee and the German
offices." (NG-1537; Exhibit No, 1437,- Docu
ment Book'No,. 59^ paces 4-5j dated IG Oct
ober 1938, Note signed by VJEIZS.''.EGK£R_,
sent- to Ribbentrop and YJOERIi'iNNj among ethers^
and initic.lcd by WOMLJ^JN)
Three days lai'or the British Charge d'affaires asked again
to discuss the que stion ofd-tr. Rublee's visit to Berlino This
tine WOEFILM, who had received the British official^ reports to
ITEIZS.JECKM.
"I replied to Sir George Ogilive Forbes in
a sir.iila.r way as the State Secretary
re contly replied to the rxibassador" c
(K G"1525j Exhibit No« 1438^ Document Book
>»0p 59^ page 6)0
The Yjaerica'i .'jibassa.dor did not give up hope anci again tried
on the 2nd of Nc vcmber !1,93G to approa.ch V'/EIZS.JSCKER on the question
of Ltr. Rublee's visit to Bcrlsn. Obviously the "somewhat less
harsh way" in which the request of the jjneric.an .'xibassador was
turned down by State Secretary T/EIZS.1.ECKER encouraged the ^jnerican
diplomat to continue his efforts, '.rEXZS..ECKER reported to his
colleague^ NOridON^
"I put hin off vdth vague promises,
(NG-1524, Exhibit No,1439^
Document Bock No, 59; p'^ -ge 7)
VJhen; on November 7th, 193^, VJEIZS.JLCKER v/as again faced
w'.bh a now initiative by the British, he contacted the British
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CharcG d'Affairos asking hin for informtion as to what percentare
of Aryan blood IJr. Rublee had (NG—4686(, Exhibit No, 1440).
ThesG documents, representing inter-office notes and nenorcnda,
indicate that the defendants VJEIZS..ECKER and VfOERIilJI-I were both in
basic acreenent with the Nasi policy and attitude tovrc.rd the Jewso
VJEIZSAECKER volunteerod in his notes remarks \Thich reflect his
personal opinion that the Jews of Germany could not be permitted
to dispose of the property which they had accumulated in Germany,
He not only executed the order of preventing the transfer abroad
of Jewish property, but he and WOEPIL'J'IN conspired actively in a
common effort to deceive the diplomats representinc other nations.
In that conspiracy they developed their own initiative, shaped
by VffilZS.xECKER^s diplomatic skill and experience.
In a letter dated Hay 13^ 193S (NG-3802, Exhibit. No. 1757,
Document Book No. 64),the defendant Vi/EIZS.UCKEU v/rote to State
Secretary Brinkmann in the Reich and Prussian Llinistrj'' for Economic
Affairs, on a decree dated J.pril 26, 193S which dealt vdth the
ro£;istration of Jewish property in Germany. \'ffiIZS.JlCKER lisos
the countries v/hich hc.ve made objections to the re£;istration of
property of Jeus of non-Germr.n nationality. He fears that at this
particular moment German exrport mi^ht suffer and diplona.tic relations
betv/e^n Germany and forei^ coxmtries rloht become strained. In
view of these possible repercussions in the field of foreir^n
policy, he advised applico.ticn of the neasuros in such a way as
to quiet 10%^ the adverse public opinion aroused abroad by this
decree. However, the defendant V'JEIZS.'.ECKIiR, whiHe advising caution
for reasons of expediency, is quick to exi:>rGSS his ov/n attitude
towards the measures.
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\"I can see no reason v/hy foreign Jews shoxild be
exempted completely from the provisions of the
decree, dated dpril 26, 193S, especially since
the decree stipulates in principle that foroicn
Je^JS too should be subject-to re^^istration^"(KG--3SO2, Exhibit No, 1757^ Document Book No., 64)
The defendant I'JEIZS.^ECKJili could not see any reason why the
property rir;hts of foreign Jevrs should be more protected than
those of the German JewSj V/ere they not Jews after all? ^^Jhy
therefore shoiald they enjoy the protection of the lav; as if they
were rocornized members of the human society? Such was the
mentality of the defendant V/EIZS^.ECIvIiR oven before the a.nni—
hilation program had been initiated. Imbued with such reasoning
it vi^.s natural to endorse step by step more and, more radical
m.casures ar.ainst the Jcv;s up to and finally including the
physical extermination of the Jev/s.,
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VIII. Tl-ffi POREiaH QgEICB AIID JD^.'/ISH POdBOM Ql" STCTO3SR 1958.
On ITcveni'ber 8, 1938, the G-erman Legation Councillor Ernst vom Eath
in Paris was assassinated hy a desperate young Jew named G-rjmspan whose
relatives had "been dep'^rted from Germany. Taking this crime as- a pretext,
the government unleashed during the night of ITovemher 9 - 10 a pogrom,
known in Ge-^many as Eristallwoche, in fact an orgy of arson, destruction,
mass arrest and murder against people 'if Jewish extraction living in
Germany. Synagogues were "burned, cemeteries were desecrated, private
property v/ae wantonly destroyed and many tens of thousands of persons
i •. were thrown into concentration camps and sub
jected to torture cr murder.. In line with itc jurisdiction in foreign
affairs, the German Poreign Office "became active in the follow-up of
this pogrom. The Poreign Office was invited "by Goering to a conference
on the Jewish q^uestion sched^xl.ed for the i2th of Eovem'ber 1938 in the
Reich Air Ministry. Goering wrote to ^./EIZSASCEER (Pros. Sx. 1758,
jIG-3936, Doc. Bk. 64) to participate personally in that conference
"The men in charge of Jewish affairs in your
office should "be taken along."
However, the defendant '^raiZSASCICER could not attend in pe:»scn the
meeting scheduled "by Goering. He headed the German dele^tion at the
funeral ceremony in Paris for Councillor vom Rath„ The defendajit
WEIZuAECEER himself delivered the official funeral oration in Paris, in
which he saw fit to adop^ veil known anti-Jewish slogans. (Pros. Ex.
2098, HG-llOi^Doc. Bk. 57 B, pp. 45-46)
The defendant T/EIZSAEGICEH su'bmitted affidavits attempting to show
that he did not resort to certain slogans in the use of which- he seems
to feel a particular shame. It is irrelevant whether the official re
port on this speech in the "Voelkischer Beo'bachter" lapsed in some
specific phrase. The general tone and style of this speech is not
different from that enployed by other participants in the Hazi pogrom
for the elimination of Jows. This funeral was regarded as of such
importance in the political field that the Poreign Office sent not
only r,;-*ading official State Secretary WEIZSABCICHR but another of its
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prominent officials the defendant Bohle, who also honored the occasion
with an anti-Jewish oration (Pros,Ex. C-254, Eqc. Bk. 2'ic) '
Eollowing-up the propagandistic escploitation of the death of Tora
Rath, ^^EIZSAECKER later concerned himself with participating in the
organising of a mock trial against G-rynspan.
Since ^VSIZSiEGKEH was husy in Paris using the funeral of vora Bath
for an antl-Jewiah demonstration, he assigned, in a penciled note, his
deputy, the defendant 'JOEBIiAH, to attend in his stead the Goering meet
ing (Pros. Ex. 1758, Poc. Bk. 64).
In the stenographic report on the meeting regarding the Jevrish
Question, which took place under the chairmanship of Goering (Prde,
Ex, 1441. PS-1816. Boc. Bk. 59, p. 9 et seq.), WOSRI-ax^ discussed with .
Goering tne Eoreign Office aspects and jurisdiction in the measures
against non-German Jews. A dialogue developed between lVOEBi'a.iT and
Goering, Goering assuring that, while it is impossible to con
sult the Eoreign Office in .every case, on the whole, the Eoreign Office
will be consulted, and VOMiaJ replying, making clear the Eoreign Office
jurisdiction:
I Would like to make known the claim of
the i'oreign 0,ffice to participate." (p. 18).
At this .••aisa -aseting, in which the defendant IfOIHI'iAil represented the
Poreign Office, other top German officials, including Goering, Goehbels,
Heydrich, 1-rick, Junk:, Eerl and the defendants Rchwerin von Erosigk, and
others, participated in tbe discussions. The murder of Jews in the pogroms
of ifovemher 8, ^,9,38 was admitted; regret was even expressed that not more
Jews were killed.
Arepreseni^fcive of a German insurance company complained that the
damage done. Jewish property, especially Jewish stores, of which 7,50C
were destro,/ed in the Belch, must be partially compensated by insurance
companies. When Heydrich, after admitting the extent of damages, was re
minded by the insurance representative,
"We will have to pay for them too,"
Goering answered,
"I wish you had killed 200 Jews and not destroyed
such value"'
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thereupon Heydrich retorted,
"There were thirty-five ki^-led." (Uoc. 3k. 59, p. 29)
In the course of the meeting, W03RMAM again stood to Soering
in order to make clear the foreign Office's jurisdiction in dealing
with the Jews, and to his question,
"In other words the J?oreign Office is granted
the right to "be consulted?"
G-eering answered,
"G-ranted. But I would like to avoid mentioning
the foreign Jews as long as we can help it."
(Dec. Bk. 59, p. 35).
In that same conference Goering announced quite plainly,
"If in the near future the German Eeich should
come into a conflict with foreign powers, it
goes without saying that wo in Germany should
first of all let it come to a showdown with the
Jews." (Bine grosse Ahreclinung an den Juden zu
vollziehen. Page 56 of the original ~ a more
accurate translation is: To settle the "big
final account with the Jews.)
This remark of Goering's foreshadowed Germany^s intention to exterminate
the Jev/-s within its power.I'Or the correctness of the transcript of the
conference^ see -ffidevit rrits Doerr, (Pros.Sdi, 3722, ilG 5090,3.3^201,)
WOEEKAJSIH, in a telephone call on the same day (Pros. Ex. 1442,
Doc. D'G-sses), informed Bibhentrop of the results of the meeting and
communicated to the chief of the Poreign Office,
"I have announced the question of the treatment of
foreign Jews and safeguarded the participation of
the Eoreign Office in all measures generally ^d
individually. • Our starting point is that foreign
nations are only to "be taken into consideration
if prevailing interests of the Reich compel us to
do BO...". (Doc, Sk. 59, p. 53).
A few days later, on Ifovember 16, 1938, the defendant V;OE!Ri>IAM re
ceived a cable from the United States quoting President Eranklin D.
Roosevelt's remarks during a press conference about the Jewish pogrom
in Germany and the recall of the American Ambaeso-dor Wilson in Berlin
I
in this connection. W0SRI4AM in his memorandum raised immediately the
question, what the German reaction to this step of the American President
should be by showing his activity in the anti-Jewish pogram (Pros. Ex,
C-231. IIG-1533, Poc. Bk. 306 A, p. l) .
On January 25, 1939 the Poreign Office informed all diploipatic re
presentatives, missions, and consulates abroad of the measures under-
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Ataicen to eliminate Jews from the economic life in G-ermany (Pros. Ex. 1759,
ijG-1793), By- 1939, the, memorandum reveals, Germany's econoE^ v/as to
"become cen^letely free of Jewish influence, due to the decree concerning
the utilization of Jewish property, which was drawn up with the cooper
ation of the Eoroign Office represontative, tV0EHIiA-lf5, The officials
of the Jioreign Office abroad were informed that no assurances had "been
given to foreign countries as to the rights of their nationals of
Jewish origin; only the promise had "been given that individual cases
would "be examined in the light of treaties in force with the countries
in quGsticn.
•O
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IX. ''THE JEI'/ISH QUSSTIOIT AS EACTOR OP G•SEI-IAi^r FCSPIC-r* 1-CLICX (1939)9 -• • • • - - -
Ag a well organized agency operating with full teainvirork and
keeping their files in order, we will show now from the ocriaan Pore.gn
Office files the activities of the defendants IVEISSAECICER, firOEHi''lAih"Tj
Erdmannedorff and others in initiating and establishing the program
for the "radical solution" of the Jewish question. Let us turn our
selves first to the Poroign Office directive dated Januai7;- 25, 1939,
entitled "The Jewish Q,uestion as a Pactor in G-erman Poreign Policy in
the Year 1938" (Pros. Ex. 1444. 3358-PS, Doc. Bk. 59). IThis report
signed "by legation councillor Schumhurg, one of the defendant's
VTBIZSAECKER's subordinates and a defense affiant in this trial, was
regarded to be of so much in^ortance by the Poreign Office that it was
distributed to all diplomatic and consulate representatives abroad.
It is of particular importance in connection v/ith this trial
because it shows the clear relationship between the aggressive war
acts of the Third Reich and the execution of the Jewish policy. This
document shows further the close cooperation between the Poroign Office
and the military leaders in this Jewish question who received at least
ten copies of the report.
• I '.VJ
•-
¥The pertinent parts of tiiis document read as follovis
'Ministry for Foreign Affairs,
83-26 19/1
Contents:
Berlin,.25th January 1939.
The Jewish Question as a factor in German Foreign Policy in the year 1938.
1,) The Geman Jevdsh Policy as basis and consequence of the decisions
for the foreign policy of the year 1938
2») Ain of German Jewish Policy: , Emigration,
3,) Means, ways and aim of the Jev/ish Emigration,
ii.) The emigrated Jev/ as the best propaganda for the Germari Jevdsh Policy,
It is certainly no coincidence that the fateful year 1938 has
brou^t nearer the solution of the Je'idsh question simultaneously Y/ilh
the realization of the ^idea of Greater Germajiy", Since the Jevdsh
Policy v;as both the basis and consequence of the events cf the year 1938,
The advance made by Jevdsh influence and' the destructive Jeidsh spirit
in Politics, Economy and Culture paralysed the pov/er and vdll of the
Geman people to rise again more perhaps'even than the pov/er-policy
opposition of the former enemy allied power's of tlie "^"/"orld War, The
heading of this sickness among the people was therefore certeinlj'' one
of the most important requirements for exerting the force v/hich in
the year 1938 resulted in the joining together of Greater Germany;, in
defiance of the world," , . . . '
The necessity for a radical solution of the Jevdsh question arose
however, also as a consequence of the foreign political development,
which resulted in a further 200,000 Jevvs in Austria in addition to the.
500,000 of the Je^'dsh Faith living in the Old Peich, The influence of
Jewry on Austrian Economy which had grown to enormous proportions under
the Schuschnigg Regime, made dmiediate measures necessary, with tlie
aim of excluding Jewry from German Economy and utiliaing Jewish
property in the interests of the community. The act carried out as
reprisal for the m'urder of legation Counciller von Raih (Gesandtschaftsrat)
accelerated this process to such an extent that Jewish'shops - till
then "wi'th the exception of foreign bussinesses-disappeared from the
streets completely, ^
That is the prcgrarr'> expressing the foreign policy attitude of
Germany towards the Jewish question, Germany is very interested in
maintaining the dispersal of Jevrry. The calculation, tliat as
consequence Boycott Groups and Anti-German Centres would be formed all
over^the world, disregards the following fact v/hich is already anparant,
the influx of Jews in all parts of the world invokes tlie opposition of
the native^population and, thereby forms the best propaganda for the
German Je^vi3h Policy,
In North Araerlca, in South America, in France, in Holland,
Scandinavia and Greece, everywhere wherever the flood of Jewish immigrants
reaches, "tiiere is today a visible increase in anti-Sonctia.: A
•task of the German Foreign Policy must be to further this wave of
AntL-Semeti^im. i. Siis will be achieved less by German Propaganda abroad,
than by the Propaganda which the Jev^t is forced to circulate in his
defen(3#f, the end its effects will recoil on themselves. The re
ports from German authorities abroad, emphasize the correctness cf this
nil JiKll
i
T,t,
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interpretation:
Biese exaiples from reports from authorities abroad, can if
desired be amplified. They confirm the correctness of the expectation
that criticism of the measures for excluding Jev;s from Gorman
Lebensraum which were misunderstood in many countries for lack of
evidence would only be temporary and would swing in the other direction
the moment the population saw with its ovm 03^03 and thus learned, Y;hat '
the Jevdsh danger v/as to them. The poorer and therefore the more
burdensome the immigrant Jor/ is to the country absorbing hin, the
stronger this country ivill react and the more desirable is this effect
in the interests of German propaganda. The object of this German
action is to be the future international solution of the Jewish
question, dictated not hy false compassion for the "United Religious
Jevdsh minority" but by the fullconsciousness of all peoples of ihe'
danger v^hich it represents to the racial compositicn bf the nations.
By Order
Schaumburg "
(Pros. EJk. 11|.LL|., 3358-PS, Doc. Bk, 59^ p, 58 et seq.)
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0?his roport was regarded as so important "by the International
Military Tritjunal tbs.t it is quoted in(Volume I, po 249 ) ; the IMT
Decision. Ifhen this decision was handed down this document was one of
the few available ones at that time v.rhich estahlishod the participation
of the Foreign Office in the anti-Jev/ish jn'ogram. In the mean time
hundreds of documents were discovered showing the decisive role of the
defendants WEI£a.\l;CKER, and STEEHG-BAOHT^ and other Foreign
Office participants in tho most shocking crimes against humanity,
Fo one of the Foreign Office officials can plea that he wag not
fully acquainted with the interdepartmental program. In November 1938
VSIZSASC2ER and Bohle made their own anti--JGwish speeches in Paris.
participated with other loading Reich officiaj.g in tho policy
mapping meeting where it was bluntly e^rprcssed that not enough Jews
had been killed® Strcicher's literature had already been distributed
one year before, in 1937, to tho foreign service personnel abroad. In
the G-oering meeting in 1936j tho Reich liarshall had already announced
that in case of war tho J'ev'ish account would bo settled first. Five
days after Schumbucg wrote his memorandum of January 25, 1939, the
Fuehrer and Reichs Chancellor himself stacoi in the Reichstag in the
presence of tho deufenaants VJEIZSAEC?CER, Lammers, Meissner,
ICcerncr, Schwerin-Xrcsigk:, Xepplor, Dietrich, Stuckart and others that,
if another war came the Jews of Furope v/ould never survive it (Tr. p.
.22634 - 22633, Proa. Ejc. 3906, Doc. Bk. 21l) .
FIFAjTI.^Gr POG-ROMS IN LITHUANIA.
xhc I'creign Officu officiale did not wait for tho coming of the war
. •'"-'heirin order to heginy/eytorminetion program. There is proof that early in
the summer of 1939, the German Foreign Office and other Germian agoncies
supported pogroms in foreign countries by financing anti-Jewish groups.
Even at that time the cooperaticn between tho Foreign Office and the
trigger men of tho R3HA is known. Thus, Heydrich, the Chief of the RSHA
submitted in June 1939 a request of tho Voldemaras Group, an anti-Jewish
group in Lithuania, to the Foreign Office, which obviously had funds
llii..-. •Wft'ir'i liijirrtiniiiViiiii^jii' '.it'ilifc II I'l
%}f -
appropriated for specific anti-Jewish activities. This report reads in
part:
"In order to make use of the anti-Semitic feelings
in Lithuania, Jewish pogroms are to ho staged. An
amount of IOC,COO Lit. is needed fer this illegal
work (ahout 41,000 marks)..." (Pros. Ex. 3635,
ir~-_4041, Doc. Sk. 215 B, pp. 31 et scq. and T^-, p.
1C615).
This document was fonirarded to -the defendant "WBISSABCESEl for ad
vice and the d.ofend.ant "WEIZSASCSBE, in his own handwriting, added,
"I recommend regular small'payments e.g. 2,000
to 3,000 marks every three months."
VrsIZSAl3CICd]R initialed this, his own rocommcndation, on the 21st of July
1939.
In cross-examination defense affiant Doertonhach ef the Poreign
Office who had suhmitted this report to 'OIZSASGKES. as asked (Tr.
p. 10615),
"Q,. Por how long had you known that the Porcign
Office holpod finance murders and pogroms?
A. I never heard that the Foreign Office financed
pogroms.
Q,. Then I would like to submit to j^^ou, and that
is the last thing I want to discuss with the
witness Doortenhach, your own report on the sub
ject, and I want to add just an identification
number, prosecution/3635 for iTG^4C4i."
e:li.
POHEIul? OPriCS PH3SSIIRE AOAIPST PPAJCS IN 1940.
About one month later the Third Reich attacked Poland, In May 1940
the Western countries wore attacked and overrun by the Grerman armed
might. Now Hitler's prophecy that the Jews of Europe would not survive
the war could begin to take shape in reality through the work of
WEIZSAgCKER, WGERIM7, and STSEN3-RACHT, and other defendants and
agencies.
'jf.i ri.V,'
'ill
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rX. _D2f01lT:.TI0K C? lO-^SOUTiG?^
f^{ge_ (1940)
.ifter Fr-nco vns overrun in sunr:.er 1940 j the Hazi govern-
nent undertook the first riass deportation of Jews fron the province
of Badenia to France. Those first carloadings of hui-.ian nisery in the
long line of huiTJin transports took a different direction than those
thr.t followed their destination was hot the East, but nev/ly con
quered France. The Foreign Office lio.d not, in the case of the Jev^s
of Badenia, the priiiary jurisdiction as in the annihilation progran
against foreign Jews, but was also concerned v/ith the deportations
since the Vichy Govornr.ient raised sorie objections ago.inst the de
portations of Gornan.Jews to France.
In tins situation the defendant WOERIIJli and the defendant
y/SIZS.iECuER r.iade the suggestion to instruct LaveJ. of the Vichy
Govorrii'Lent, that France ha.d to keep these deportees and that it
would not be allowed, under .any circumstances, to bring then bc.ck
to their hone country.
ITOERilJJIl, in a neriorandun to ITEXZS.^EGKSE of Novonber 25, 1940,
initialed by V/SIZS^JSGKER, suggested to the Foreign ninister Ribben-
trop that in his next ccnvorsation Y/ith Laval he Should not even
discuss the problen of repatriation, since the r.^attor had already
been settled (Exhibit Wo, 3655, NG—4337, Docurient Book Ko. 99-B;
page 20;.
In contrast to vari.ous defense allegations of 10EK.LJIW and
VfEIZSilCKER this docvjient shows clearly that LEISS.ICKIS^ and V/OEaiJM
were the persons who nado sug/-estions in nti-Jowish natters to
Ribbcntrop, who was not interested in the iiplenentation of the
anti-Jevfish policy.
The way the Jew-baiter •JOSRIIJ^K of the Foreign Office tried to
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evade his responsibility in this issue is clearly shewn in the
following excerpts of his cross-examination of Jiily 9^ 194B:
Q. "In your direct examination yesterday you said^
concerning the Jev;s in Baden who went to France^ that
you only handled that by mistake. Is that correct?
A, "I didn't use "that expression, but that is more or
less what I meant.
Q. "V7ell—
A. "Oh yes, you are right, I did say I handled it 'by
mistake'; once as a result of an anonymous letter, and
once by Liistake,
Q, "Yes, quite right. Did you have anything to .do vath
this affair of the Baden Jews later, in any way?
A, "I can't remeLiber,
Q,.. "If I remind you that you were working in the political
sphere in this —If you don't remember, I would like to
sh'ov; you docuiaent NG-4337^ your suggestion that Laval
should bo told that the return of these Jews to Germa.ny
could, naturally, never be considered.
DR. KSOTiiR: "Your Honors, I would like to have this
narked Sbdiibit 3655 for identification.
PRESIDB '^G JUDGE POWEP.S: "It will be so inarkod,
BY DR. miPNER:
Q, "Do you remember it now?
A, "I remember, but v^hat you said is not true; I did not
make such a suggestion.
Q. "Is that not a suggestion for a conversation with
Laval?
A, "It is a suggestion for a talk with Laval, but the
decision that the Jews could not be tcicen back had already
been made; and, as I say, 'since this decision had already
been made, the question can hardly be discussed', .nd I
add that he could be told that further such transports
were not to bo expected," ' (Transcript, pages 11486-11500)
The sad story of the participation of the defendants
VC5IZS:J11CKER, \I0SRII.1IN and other Foreign Office ofiicials in the
deportation of Germen Jews to France during war tiiae v/as as
follows:
On the 4th of November 1940 the defendants VEIZS.UCKER and
' •
...
VIOERIvLJ®! wore inforned^ through the Division Deutscliland, that
on order of Gauleiter and Reich Governor Buerckelj stationed in
lletz, and Gauleiter TJagncr of Strassbourg^ recently convicted and
sentenced to death_, the Gestapo had rounded up all Jews in the
German provinces of Baden and in the Saar Palatinate end had
iamediately shipped then to France in waiting railway trains. The
Gauleiters had taken these neasures against 6^300 German Jews from
Baden and 1^150 Jev/s from the Saar Palatinate. There were plans
to deport the remainder from Gerr.v?ny proper, the Ostmark and the
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia, totalling about 270,000 persons
mostly of advanced age to Southern France, The Vichy governj.ient
expressed its objection to these measures (NG--4933^ Sxhibit No.
1628, Docur.ient Book No. 60-.., page ,
The Hones for the Aged in Hannheim, Karlsruhe, Ludwigshafen,
etc., were evacuated. In compliance with the order, v/onen and men
who were unable to v^/alk, vrore carried to the railway trains on
stretchers. The oldest deportee was a nan of 97 from Karlsrulie,
The time given the deportees for preparation varied from a quarter
of an hour to two hours. Nui'-ierous people committed suicide. The
deportees had to leave behind their possessions, their entire
capital, and their land property. Only luggage not exceeding 50
poimds was allowed^ (Ibid, page hU)*
, ' The Jews were duiaped in French crmps at the foot of the
Pyrenees, after ha.ving been on the move for several days (Ibid,
page 44)•
On the document, pointing out these details "BIZS.JilCiSR added
in his ovm handwriting: "I received the sajue communication vath
the saiue nail" (Dated October 30, 1940) (Ibid, page A2).
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The Chief of the Security Police and the SD on the 29th of
October inforr.ied Luther of the Foreign Office of that deportation
which "took place in all localities of Baden and the Palatinate
without friction and without incidents. The operation itself was
scarcely realized by the population" (NG~4934^ Exhibit No. 1629^
Docuiaent Book No. 60-4page 46).
VJhile it v/as possible that this action was scarcely realized
by the Germn population it was .believed iriportant to inforrA all
the leading officials of the Foreign Office of the action.. Its
function now was to neet the conplaints which had been received
by the C-ernan ."^rr.iistice Corj.iission fron the French Vichy govern-
i".ient.
The French were particularly worried as to vfhat to tell the
French people about this inhur.ian act and Luther hiaself asked for
instructions fron the Reich Fcroign ilinistcr^ especiallj^ on the
question of what to say vrould be dono vjith these deported people,
Tfcen late in November the Foreign Office had not given an ansvrer^
the French requested the return of these people to Gorrany, and the
Foreign Office informed the Gornan ..rnistice Cor3nission"tha,t the
affair shall be tre led in a dilatory manner" (ibidj page 49)j in
order to see whether the French would further insist upon obtaining
clarification.
On the 19th of November 1940 the G'..rnan .^.r-iistice Cor:nission
inform,od the Foreign Office that nearly a month had passed since
an inquiry was made and no answer had been received on tliis natter.
The French insisted upon knowing the intentions of the Reich govern-
i.ient with respect to these deportees (ibid^ page 52).
"The French Governr.ient is indeed no longer able
to grant any refuge to thes.; aliens" (Ibid^ page 52)
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The informtion was passed on to otate Secretary
to Under Stcate Secretary V70SRIlvNN_, and other officic.ls of the Reich
Foreign Office.
"General Stuelpnr.gel l:as instructed ne again to
request the Foreign Office to give ne instructions
as to the infornation which should be given to the
French" (ibid^ -^0.03 53) e
Thereupon^ the following day, Radenache:- suggested that
.inbassador Otto ibetz, the Foreign Office representative in France,
be instructed to discuss this question in Paris and to advise the
French to settle this ma.tter quietly and not v-o nention anything
nore about it at the v/iesbaden arnistice headquarters.
The Reich Foreign Office also conplaincd to llinisterial
Councillor Globke of Stuck^rt's division in the' Reich llinistry of
the Interior, that the Reich Foreign Office v/as not inforned at the
tine vjhon tliosc neasures to renove the Jews were initiated by
Stuclaart^s ruinistry. But the Reich llinistry of the Interior
equally was not inforned of the initial neasures which were taken
by Gauleiter Buerckel, who was subordinate to tlic Interior ad~
iuinistration. Radonachor of the Foreign Office suspected that
sono disciplinary action would be taken against the Gcaulcitcr ;/ho
had acted without clearance of the Foreign Office or the llinistry of
Interior. Yet, in order to avoid lic-.ving any neasures tak-n against
Buerckel, Eadei'ic.cher refused to give a copy of the French note of
protest to the innistry of Interior (ibid, page 54).
On the 25th of Nover.ibor 1940 Luther inforned Stuelpnagel of
the decision of the Reich Foreign lonister, which was kno7m to
'vXSIZS.^SCKSR and initialed by hin, thcat the deportees v/ere not to be
re-adr/atted to the Reich under any circunstances, and also that the
operation was carried out with the approval of the Fuehrer, This
enabled Stuelpn?-g •I to represent the natter to the French in the
appropriate ns.nncr (Ibid, pa^e 56),
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On Novenbcr 25^ 1940j V/05ISLiKN_, as already nentioned^ sug
gested through VJSIZS^JSCKER to Ribbentrop that he shoiad not discuss
these deportations with Laval since it would be tho bost policy to
regard these acts as a closed issue, (Pros.Hxh, 3655, UG h337,
Doc.Bk, 99B, p,20)
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